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ABSTRACT 

With the increasing global demand for alternative energy, photovoltaic (PV) 

technology has undergone remarkable evolution extending over four PV generations. 

Currently, dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs), which fall within the 3
rd

 generation 

are more versatile and relatively less costly compared to the dominant crystalline 

silicon (Si) technologies. These DSSCs bear the hope of becoming the future 

solution to the energy crisis. However, the poor catalysis within the electrodes makes 

DSSCs relatively inefficient hence ineffective for full commercial utilization. This 

study investigated the use of composite counter electrodes (CEs) by incorporating 

graphene (Gr) and/or plasmonic gold (Au) nanoparticles (NPs) with the aim to 

improve the efficiency of the conventional platinum (Pt) based DSSCs. Gold 

nanoparticles (AuNPs) in colloidal form with an average size of ~12 nm were 

prepared by chemical reduction method. The size evaluation was done using the 

resulting localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) peak wavelength values (518-

520 nm) based on the UV-Vis spectra data. Graphene modules prepared by chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD) on a glass/Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) were used as 

electrode substrates in this work. These modules depicted G and 2D bands at 1380 

and 1700 cm
-1

 respectively under Raman spectroscopy, indicating low defect state of 

the Gr. Four different sets of composite CE modules namely FTO/Pt (CE1), 

FTO/Gr/Pt (CE2), FTO/Gr/AuNPs (CE3) and FTO/Gr/AuNPs/Pt (CE4) were 

prepared. The CEs recorded transmittance above 70% under UV-Vis spectroscopy, 

meeting requirements for back-electrode application in DSSCs. Photoanode (PA) 

modules consisting of titanium dioxide (TiO2) on the FTO/Gr substrate were 

prepared by the doctor-blade method. Three DSSC modules were assembled based 

CEs CE2, CE3 and CE4 and their PV performance compared to the reference cell 

based on CE1. Both Gr and AuNPs were found to possess PV properties and 

enhanced the resulting DSSCs by 13.4 and 10.1% respectively. The DSSCs 

containing Pt (CE1, CE2, and CE4) performed better in terms of power conversion 

efficiency (PCE) due to the increased short circuit current densities (Jsc) and fill 

factors (FF). However, change in the open-circuit voltage (Voc) was negligible. The 

CE4 based cell design presented the best PCE at 4.62%, In this composite DSSC, the 

Jsc (9.92 mA/cm
2
), Voc (0.68 V) and FF (0.69) values recorded representing 13.9%, 

0.8% and 9.0% increase respectively compared to CE1. This represented a 24.9% 

PCE enhancement, which is the synergistic effect of Gr and AuNPs as a composite. 

This remarkable performance could be due to increased electrocatalytic activity 

resulting from the graphene matrix within the electrodes. It is also partly attributed to 

the suppressed carrier recombination resulting from the LSPR property of the Au 

contacts anchored on the Gr surface in the CE structure.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Today, conventional fuels which include natural gases, coal, petroleum, and other 

liquids, form the major sources of the global energy matrix (IEO, 2018). Figure 1.1 

shows world energy consumption history and projection by source between the years 

1990-2040.  

 

Figure 1.1: World energy consumption history and projection by source, 1990-

2040 (Source: IEO, 2018). 

With the world‟s ballooning population and economic development, the annual 

energy consumption continues to increase, with a projection of >700 quadrillion 

British thermal units (Btu) from the combined sources, an equivalent of 0.74 billion 

Terajoules (TJ) by 2040 (IEO, 2018). To generate energy equivalent to this world‟s 

annual consumption, about 22.7 billion tons of the non-regenerate and 

environmentally unfriendly fossil fuels would be required. The increasing global 

awareness of environmental pollution resulting from the combustion of these fossil 

fuels makes it indispensable for scientists to develop and promote alternative clean 

energy sources to lower its overdependence (Perera, 2018).  
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Solar energy stands out in most parts of the world as one of the best prospective 

candidates to meet the increasing energy demand. The amount of solar radiant 

energy that strikes the Earth‟s surface approximates to 24109.3   J/year (Wu et al., 

2008). This implies that, if all the sun‟s energy was to be harnessed, a one hour of 

insolation can supply enough energy to meet global human energy requirements for 

nearly one year. This amount of annual energy need can be extracted from the solar 

spectrum that reaches the earth‟s surface through the atmospheric gases (Zayat et al., 

2007) as shown in Figure 1.2.  

 

Figure 1.2: Solar spectrum reaching the earth’s surface through the 

atmospheric gases (Source: Zayat et al., 2007). 

Figure 1.2 demonstrates that the most intense part of the spectrum is the visible light 

and makes up to 40% of the spectrum while around 55% of the radiation lies in the 

infrared region (Zayat et al., 2007). Since solar energy is highly abundant, PV 

systems could provide enough global energy. Such systems must encompass new 

and novel materials for optimum harnessing of the energy over a wider range of the 

solar spectrum. 
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1.2 Statement of the Problem 

The growing global environmental and energy challenge has created the need for 

green energy sources. The increasing research focus and fruition of DSSCs 

technology over the existing solid-state silicon cells arise from their reduced cost. 

Although there has been a remarkable cost reduction, researchers are currently 

working towards increasing the energy harvesting efficiency of the cells. Studies on 

improving structural designs and material engineering in the dominant Pt-based 

DSSCs are in progress. However, the reported efficiencies are quite low. This is due 

to the poor catalytic activity at the CE leading to reduced carrier regeneration and 

transport within the cell. To improve this efficiency, enhancing the efficiency of 

electron injection and reducing charge recombination within the SC structure is 

essential, in addition to increasing light concentration for maximum harvesting. 

Modifying the Pt-based CE to form a composite with other novel materials could 

improve its PV properties. This study aimed at synthesizing Gr/AuNPs 

nanocomposite as an interface for FTO and Pt within a DSSC CE, and hence 

evaluate the contribution of each component material to the overall performance of 

resulting DSSCs. 

1.3 Justification of the Study 

With the rising global demand for renewable energy, the key to its availability lies 

within the nanotechnology space. Dye-sensitized SCs, prospectively, could offer a 

viable solution, although the present DSSCs have fundamental challenges of low 

efficiency. To unlock this path, graphene and metallic NPs are at the center of 

research. Although most studies on graphene application in PVs have largely been 

prospective, they show that graphene can be engineered using metallic NPs. 

Contacting graphene with Pt and AuNPs could generate composite nanostructures 

with improved solar energy harvesting properties. Their structural and design 

modification could result in increased efficiencies.  

Within the CE, the presence of graphene will enhance catalytic activity of the cell 

due to its excellent conductivity, (Rasheed et al., 2016) hence improving charge 

transport with reduced electron-hole recombination within the DSSC. Moreover, its 
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thermal and mechanical stability allows the resulting devices to function under 

increased temperature without impairing their charge regeneration. Such material 

combination is an alternative to the overdependence on Si or bare Pt DSSCs, which 

are expensive and at the limit of miniaturization. Consequently, such graphene and 

plasmonic-based SCs, are projected to have higher efficiencies and simplicity in 

production. 

1.4 Objectives  

1.4.1 General Objective 

To fabricate, characterize, and evaluate the performance of graphene-gold 

nanocomposite counter electrodes for dye-sensitized SCs applications. 

1.4.2 Specific Objectives 

1. To exfoliate graphene and evaluate the number of layers by optical 

microscopy.  

2. To synthesize citrate reduced colloidal gold and determine nanoparticle size 

using UV-Vis spectroscopy. 

3. To fabricate platinum, gold nanoparticles and graphene nanocomposites 

counter electrodes and evaluate their performance in DSSCs. 

4. To assemble nanocomposite counter electrode-based DSSCs and evaluate the 

effect of graphene and gold nanoparticles in the DSSC photovoltaic 

performance. 

1.5 Significance of the Study  

This study aims at providing an alternative approach to fabrication of DSSCs with 

improved solar energy harvesting efficiency. This improvement could be achieved 

by utilizing the plasmonic effect of AuNPs and the high conductivity of Gr to the 

existing Pt films-based CE DSSCs. It will provide information on the efficiency 

enhancement effect of Gr and AuNPs in the assembled DSSCs when used in the 

composite CE. The outcome of this study will also be useful in synthesis of 
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crystalline and nanoporous PA, modified using Gr for DSSC applications. The 

modified cell could provide a reduced charge recombination, improved electron 

injection and transport through TiO2, enhancing the overall efficiency of a DSSCs. 

The results from the study will add valuable information to help in future research 

and fabrication of DSSCs using nanomaterials.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Photovoltaic Technologies 

PV technology through the development of solar cells (SCs) has been useful in 

photoelectric generation since the PV effect was discovered by Becquerel in 1839 

(Becquerel, 1839). The PV technologies currently classify SC devices as first, 

second, third, and fourth-generation, denoted as 1G, 2G, 3G and 4G respectively 

depending on the materials and technology advances employed (Jayawardena et al., 

2013). Figure 2.1 shows the record PV-devices efficiencies over time and the 

associated material components as reported by the National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory (NREL) (NREL, 2019). Up to date, these nanomaterials, in addition to 

others, are still under investigation to actualize 4G. 

The 1G of SCs consists of Si-bulk multijunction cells or simply pure crystalline-Si 

wafers with a thickness of 200–300 μm (Sampaio & González, 2017). Their record 

power conversion efficiency (PCE) is up to around 25-28% (NREL, 2019). 

Currently, Si-based SCs dominate the PV technology market (Sampaio & González, 

2017), accounting for about 90% of the global market share (Peng & Lee, 2011). 

This dominance is aided by various factors, most important including; its abundance 

on earth, wide bandgap (1.12 eV) as a material, and ease of integration from the 

microelectronic industry (Subtil Lacerda & van den Bergh, 2016; Peng & Lee, 

2011). Moreover, its long-term stability (25-30 years) and low maintenance make it 

more reliable. Although Si is currently abundant, Si-based SCs are relatively 

expensive due to the high production cost (Green, 2002). Further, they are heavy, 

bulky and rigid (Patil, 2017) prompting for more research to advance their positive 

attributes.  
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Figure 2.1: Record PV-devices efficiencies over time and the associated material components as reported by the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory (Source: NREL, 2019). 
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The 2G SCs, are based on direct band gap thin film semiconductor materials and 

technologies identified in 1G, with inclusion of the amorphous or polycrystalline Si, 

Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (CIGS) and Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) (Green, 

2002; Jayawardena et al., 2013). The aim was to reduce the bulk material cost 

associated with 1G PVs. Through the idea, the quality and quantity of material used 

reduced significantly. However, increasing absorption of the thin film to compensate 

for the reduced thickness of the photoactive layers remained a challenge. This 

resulted in their lower efficiencies, of up to 20% (NREL, 2019; Sampaio & 

González, 2017).  

The efficiency challenges of the 2G necessitated development of the 3G SCs, which 

includes organic PV (OPV) technologies and DSSCs (Jayawardena et al., 2013). 

These cells are still in demonstration level with research aiming at generating higher 

efficiencies at lower cost (NREL, 2019). Through such research, the concept of 

designing materials at nanoscale and scaling them up to macro-scale is being 

elevated in 3G. In this regard, focus is on enhancement of energy capture over the 

solar spectrum and optimization of charge collection to enhance charge and energy 

transfer processes. The organic (or polymer) materials with desirable PV properties, 

forms the core for 3G technology. However, DSSCs promise dominance in 3G PVs. 

Although the 3G SCs have presented significant success, improvements in 

performance of the resulting devices in terms of cost per watt are necessary. This 

ensures that the technology competes favorably with the previous PV generations. 

Currently, intensive investigations and development are on course for the 4G PVs, 

also referred to as “inorganics-in-organics” (Bai and Shen, 2012). This generation 

will combine the low cost aspect of the 3G cells and the excellent functionality and 

stability of novel inorganic and organic based nanomaterials.  

With the DSSCs in 3G, vigorous studies are in progress with the aim of developing 

hybrid (composite) cells through inclusion of Quantum dots (QDs), carbon nanotubes 

(CNT) and polymers, metal NPs, Gr and various oxides. Such materials are expected 

to possess improved optoelectronic properties to enhance their PCE within the 4G 

while maintaining the morphology and architecture of the inexpensive 3G PVs 

(Luceño-Sánchez et al., 2019). The operation of a DSSC has been found to mimic 
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photosynthesis in plants (Dodoo-Arhin et al., 2013). As a result, their notable 

structural and design properties can easily be tailored, making them prospective 

candidates for combating global environmental and energy challenges (Kanchi et al., 

2014; Li et al., 2012). 

2.2 History and Growth of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells 

The first DSSC report by O‟Regan and Grätzel, (1991) indicated that, sensitization 

of wide band gap semiconductors in SCs using dyes remarkably increased their 

energy conversion efficiency. DSSCs are the most predominant and almost mature 

technology in the 3G PVs (Jayawardena et al., 2013). Moreover, up to now they are 

the only PV devices capable of separating the two varied cell operations namely, 

photo-energy harvesting and charge carrier transport, compared to conventional 

cells, which perform both functions simultaneously, hence requiring high purity 

materials like silicon, thereby making production costs high. Currently, a lot of 

research drive is towards the emerging DSSCs technologies. This is motivated by 

their simplicity in fabrication, low production costs, great aesthetic features and 

promising high solar energy conversion efficiencies (Snaith, 2010). Once fully 

commercialized, this technology is expected to present low cost and environmentally 

friendly SCs to the global market (Brown & Wu, 2009). Recent studies have 

reported DSSCs achieving an efficiency of 15% although the achievable efficiency 

for an ideal SC is over 30% upon harvesting photons from ultraviolet (UV) to near-

infrared (NIR) regions (Ye et al., 2015). The main limitation in these DSSCs is their 

long term instability and low electron mobility (Hendry et al., 2006; Yella et al., 

2011). Evaluation of the structural materials and design of the DSSCs could provide 

a route for a viable solution to these limitations (Sharma et al., 2018). 

2.3 Structural Design of a Dye-Sensitized Solar Cell  

Conventionally, the structure of a DSSC comprises three major components. This 

consist of a counter electrode (CE), a working electrode (WE), also known as a 

photoanode (PA), and an electrolyte containing an iodide/triiodide (


3/ II ) redox 

couple (Dodoo-Arhin et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2014). Figure 2.2 shows the basic 
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structure of a DSSC (Weerasinghe et al., 2013). The working electrode consists of a 

TiO2 film on a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) and sensitized with light-

harvesting dye molecules. The two electrodes sandwich the electrolyte and light 

enters the cell through the PA surface.  

 

Figure 2.2: The basic structure of a DSSC (Source: Weerasinghe et al., 2013). 

2.3.1 The Counter Electrode 

A CE comprises a TCO onto which a catalyst is deposited. In DSSCs, CEs play two 

critical roles which include facilitating charge regeneration and acting as a conduit in 

the collection and transfer of charge back to the electrolyte redox couple through the 

external circuit (Dodoo-Arhin et al., 2013; Grätzel, 2001; Lan et al., 2010; Ye et al., 

2015). For a CE to effectively execute such functions, it must be an excellent 

electron conductor and highly catalytic to simultaneously support regeneration of 

iodide 
I  

to retard recombination and also collect and transfer electrons (Dodoo-

Arhin et al., 2013; Grätzel, 2001; Sedghi & Miankushki, 2014).  

Dominantly, Pt film-coated fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO, F:SnO2) is preferred for 

this purpose due to its high transparency, catalysis and high exchange current density 

(Boschloo & Hagfeldt, 2009; Gong et al., 2011; Meyer et al., 2018). Carbon 

materials, which have shown excellent PV properties, also find application in 
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DSSCs, where their composites with platinum are being engineered for possible 

application in CEs ( Choi et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2015; Roy-Mayhew et al., 2010). 

The stability and charge transfer resistances of the CE and hence its performance 

depends on the method used to deposit Pt on the FTO coated substrate. The Pt 

activity as a catalyst in presence of 


3/ II redox couple has been reported to 

decrease over time due to the changes in catalytic properties (Mehmood et al., 2014). 

Some of the common methods used in Pt layer deposition include sputtering (Cheng 

et al., 2013; Sharma et al., 2018), thermal treatment of chloroplatinic acid in 

isopropanol (Roy-Mayhew et al., 2010), electrochemical method (Ponken et al., 

2017), spin-coating (Lan et al., 2010) and doctor blade (Katumo et al., 2015). 

Although sputtering is common, an ultra-high vacuum environment is needed for 

best results. Additionally, more amounts of platinum is needed to generate one flat 

surface compared to the very small amount of Pt necessary to produce the catalytic 

effect required (Lan et al., 2010). For the widely used electrochemical, spin coating 

and doctor blade method, spread out paste results in platinum wastage (Padinger et 

al., 2000). In addition, control of the best parameters such as Pt layer thickness has 

been difficult leading to low CE transmittance (Ponken et al., 2017). However, the 

doctor blade method is gaining popularity in research laboratories due to its low cost 

and simplicity (Katumo et al., 2015). 

2.3.2 The Photoanode 

The PA is a mesoporous film of semiconductor oxide sputtered on a conductive 

transparent glass material (Figure 2.2) and sensitized by use of a dye. Two main 

functions of the PA in a DSSC include; support for sensitizer loading and transport 

of the photo-excited electrons to an external circuit from the sensitizer dye. It is 

therefore necessary for it to have a large surface area necessary for dye loading, a 

wide band gap, and outstanding electron affinity (Kim et al., 2014). Titanium 

dioxide, as a semiconductor oxide thin film, is the most promising and preferred 

photocatalytic material for a PA in most DSSCs since it meets the threshold. In 

addition, it is non-toxic and displays biological and chemical stability (Di Paola et 

al., 2013) hence not prone to corrosion. Usually, TiO2 occurs in three crystalline 
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phases: rutile, anatase and brookite, which have direct band structures (Gong et al., 

2012). Rutile TiO2 is the most stable while anatase and brookite are metastable 

states, but easily convertible to rutile when treatment in heat (Gong et al., 2012). The 

chemically active anatase form is the most commonly used in DSSCs (Di Paola et 

al., 2013). Basically, when the surface of a semiconductor material is irradiated by 

light ( gEhv  ), electron/hole pairs (  he / ) are generated by promoting an electron 

from the valence band (VB) of the dye to its conduction band (CB) (Bessegato et al., 

2014). Once electrons from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) are 

excited to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the dye, TiO2 film 

accelerates the photo-excitons to the cell external circuit (Ye et al., 2015).  

Titanium dioxide has a wide band gap (~3.2 eV) which activates under UV light 

irradiation (Sclafani and Herrmann, 1996). Out of the total solar spectrum, the UV 

region covers only 5% while the broad visible region is approximately 40% (Figure 

1.2). For sustainable photocatalytic processes, it is necessary to develop materials 

with excellent photo-response when irradiated with visible light to fully utilize the 

sunlight spectrum (Wei et al., 2016). To achieve complete TiO2 photoactivation 

under visible light irradiation, nanometer scale modifications have been studied for 

PV applications. These include introduction of a layer of NPs on the TiO2 (Mayumi 

et al., 2017), use of double layers of TiO2 NPs (Tyas et al., 2017), textural and 

structural modification by varying of the size of TiO2 NPs (Ismagilov et al., 2012) 

and many others. These aims at providing high surface area for increased dye 

loading, enhanced photon absorption, and creating a mesoporous structure (Zhang et 

al., 2007; Haynes et al., 2011) and serving as a ultraviolet (UV) light protector layer 

for unstable organic dyes (Hagfeldt et al., 2010), all with a view of improving cell 

efficiency. 

Some of the techniques used in preparation of PAs include; chemical vapour 

deposition (CVD) (Asim et al., 2014), physical vapour deposition (PVD) (Laurenti 

& Cauda, 2018), electrodeposition, spray pyrolysis (Heidari et al., 2018), spin-

coating (Sadikin et al., 2017), screen printing (Ito, 2011), sol-gel and doctor-blade 

(Adawiyah & Endarko, 2017; Huynh et al., 2009). However, the method of choice 

depends on the materials used, cost of preparation, and availability of preparation 
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equipment. Based on the coating method, the semiconductor oxide layers in DSSCs 

occur as continuous networks of ordered and disordered structures with pores of 

diameters in the range 2 - 50 nm, characteristic of mesoporous materials (Niu et al., 

2018). This enhances the specific surface area of the semiconductor hence increasing 

internal diffusion and reaction sites for dye adsorption (Sedghi & Miankushki, 

2015).  

Doctor blade method, which has been extensively employed on a laboratory scale 

fabrication of DSSCs was used in this work (Huynh et al., 2009). It is an economical 

method and minimizes the loss of particles during spreading (Ahmadi et al., 2014). 

Figure 2.3 depicts the main steps taken in doctor blading. This technique involves 

deposition of a film on a substrate by spreading a paste using a blade held at an 

angle. The steps involves; taping the conductive side of the substrate, deposition of 

the paste on a glass substrate, spreading of the paste and film drying (Ahmadi et al., 

2014). The tape, preferably scotch magic tape, is used as a guide when spreading the 

paste, and also to control thickness of the resulting film (Mohamad, et al., 2017).  

 

Figure 2.3: A cartoon illustration of the doctor blade method for TiO2 film 
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To ensure desirable crystal structure and sufficient porosity of the mesoporous film 

for the best contact at the TiO2/dye/electrolyte interface, the drying of the TiO2 

coated module should be made slow before sintering is done (Gong et al., 2012). 

2.3.3 The Dye Sensitizer  

Dye sensitizers form part of the most important materials in DSSCs that determine 

the performance of the SCs. They harvest photo-energy so as to excite electrons 

within the semiconductor interface (Ye et al., 2015). For the sensitizer to load on the 

semiconductor material, it should possess the right chemical functional groups for 

good adsorption on to the semiconductor material. Moreover, for effective electrons 

injection into the TiO2 and subsequent dye regeneration, desirable LUMO and 

HOMO levels are essential (Ye et al., 2015). In addition to the excellent photo-

stability and solubility for best energy harvesting, dyes should also possess high 

molar extinction coefficients over the Vis and NIR regions (Nivea et al., 2014). 

Various sensitizers that have been synthesized and their performance evaluated in 

DSSCs include, the perovskite-based sensitizer, ruthenium-complex dyes, mordant 

dyes, quantum dot sensitizer, metal-free organic dyes and natural dyes (Shalini et al., 

2016; Ye et al., 2015). Among these, Ru- and perovskite-based sensitizers have 

recorded remarkable performance (Shalini et al., 2016; Ye et al., 2015). 

Although metal-free dyes could be possible candidates to replace Ru-dyes, lack of 

full understanding of their aggregation mechanism derails them from matching the 

Ru complexes in performance (Ye et al., 2015). Consequently, Ru-based dyes are 

the most popular choice for research on DSSCs, where N719 (Ruthenizer 535-

bisTBA) and N3 (Ruthenizer 535) have been widely investigated with excellent 

performance in DSSCs being reported (Bandara et al., 2016). According to Ye et al., 

(2015), a PCE value of 11.7% has been recorded from DSSCs based on Ru-

complexes. Figure 2.4 shows the molecular structure of the two most common Ru-

complexes, the N3 and N719 dyes depicting the same structure except that N719 has 

TBA  (tetrabutyl ammonium) substituting 
H  at two carboxyl groups (Mao et al., 

2012). So far, N719 is the most successful dye in DSSCs (Fattori, 2010; Shalini et 

al., 2016). 
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Figure 2.4: Molecular structure of the two common Ru-complexes N3 dye and 

N719 dye (Source: Mao et al., 2012). 

The remarkable performance exhibited by these two dyes is due to their high 

stability arising from the octahedral geometry in their molecular structure (Mao et 

al., 2012). Such structure enables them to tolerate the attachment of various specific 

ligands in a controlled manner (Qin & Peng, 2012). Moreover, their wide energy 

levels covering wide light absorption spectrum, extending from the UV to NIR with 

respect to the TiO2 PAs and the 


3/ II  redox complex makes them more successful 

(Hardin et al., 2012).  

2.3.4 The Liquid Electrolyte 

The main role of an electrolyte in a DSSC is to allow electrons transport to the 

oxidized dye from the CE. For high-efficiency DSSCs, electrolytes need to possess 

high solubility and ionic mobility enough within organic medium, fast electron 

transfer kinetics with minimal over-potential at the CE, good interfacial contact and 

enough driving force for the dye regeneration process (Grätzel & Zakeeruddin, 2013; 

Mehmood et al., 2014). The different categories of electrolytes in use include; liquid 

electrolytes, quasi-solid electrolytes, and solid-state electrolytes (Ye et al., 2015). 

Liquid electrolytes are the most common in DSSCs. Electrolytes possess two charge 

carriers (positively and negatively charged ions), that occur in equal concentrations 

as opposed to semiconductors, where two charge carriers (electrons and holes) exist 

with one dominating upon doping. The most universally endorsed and dominant 

liquid electrolyte consists of a solvent into which 


3/ II
 
redox couple is dissolved. 

This is highly preferred due to its ability to effect faster oxidation (Ox) of the 
I  and 
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reduction (Red) of 


3I  at the PA/electrolyte and electrolyte/CE interfaces, 

respectively, during electron transfer process (Ye et al., 2015). 

2.4 Structural Operation of a Dye-Sensitized Solar Cell 

To develop materials with excellent structure and optimize them for best DSSCs 

operation, it is necessary to understand the chemical complexities of a DSSC at 

different levels of operation (O‟Regan & Durrant, 2009). Figure 2.5 shows a 

schematic diagram of the structure and operational principle of a DSSC indicating 

the processes [1]–[8] involved during photo-energy conversion in a DSSC. The 

operational energetics and kinetics of a typical DSSC shown involves a competition 

between photocurrent generating forward processes [1]-[5] and electron 

recombination back processes [6]–[8] (Sharma et al., 2018).  

 

Figure 2.5: A schematic diagram of the structure and operational principle of a 

DSSC indicating the processes [1] – [8] involved during photo-energy 

conversion in a DSSC (Source: Sharma et al., 2018). 
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According to Grätzel, (2005), photocurrent generation a DSSC, is usually a 

competition between electron transfer kinetics by the desired forward processes and 

the inhibitory backward processes. As the forward processes promote photocurrent 

generation, the backward processes lead to 
 he /
 

recombination, which limits 

charge injection, transfer and regeneration within the dye and electrolyte. However, 

for 


3/ II  system, electrons recombination (lifetimes) are usually long compared to 

other redox systems used, measured under one sun light intensity. This explains the 

success of this particular redox couple (Yang, 2017) and hence the continuous 

photocurrent generation as long as solar energy is present. The following section 

describes the cell processes, giving their corresponding equations. 

2.4.1 Photocurrent Generating Processes [1] – [5] 

Process [1]: Photo-energy absorption and dye excitation 

This is the first step in photocurrent generation in a DSSC. In DSSCs, dyes meant to 

adsorb onto the surface of the nanocrystalline TiO2 semiconductor film that coats the 

PA. When the Ru-complex photosynthesizer (S) absorb a photon of sufficient energy 

( hv ), the electrons in the dye get excited from ground state (S/S
+
) to a higher energy 

state (S*/S
+
). This process is described by equation (2.1); 

   22 * TiOonShTiOonS   ………….………………………… 2.1  

Process [2]: Electron injection into the CB of the TiO2 

In this second step, the photoexcited dye (S*) injects an electron into the CB of the 

TiO2 which lies below the excited state of this dye. This injection process results in 

oxidation of the photosynthesizer (S
+
) (Katoh, 2012), and is described by equation 

(2.2); 

     2

_

22* TiOoneTiOonSTiOonS  

…………………………2.2 

An efficient dye needs to have a LUMO level higher than the CB of the TiO2 to 

permit electron injection into the CB of TiO2 and subsequent transfer into the 
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external circuit through the TiO2 (Thavasi et al., 2009). Otherwise, those electrons 

would recombine with the holes back in the HOMO of the dye (Hagfeldt et al., 

2010). Since Ru-complexes have ultrafast injection processes, the device‟s 

performance time scales compare well to the decay behavior of the excited dye state, 

back to the ground state (Shalini et al., 2016; Thavasi et al., 2009). This time ranges 

from 20 to 60 ns, and is the excited state lifetime of the Ru-complexes dye. For 

DSSCs, an enlarged TiO2 surface area increases the number of contact points 

between TiO2 and the dye, resulting in an improved cell performance (Velázquez-

Martínez et al., 2019). The success of TiO2 in its operation greatly influences its 

solid-state properties such as porosity, surface area, crystallinity, electrical 

conductivity and surface morphology (Umale et al., 2017). These properties depend 

on the success of preparation and treatment during synthesis. 

Process [3]: Electron transport through TiO2 

The third step involves electron transport through the mesoporous TiO2 film. 

Mesoporous DSSCs have been considered highly efficient in charge transport (Lee et 

al., 2017). Once an electrons (
_e ) is injected into the CB of the TiO2, it diffuses 

through the bulk of the nanocrystalline TiO2 to the back contact phase, commonly 

FTO. This process is shown by [3] in Figure 2.5 and described by equation (2.3); 

   FTOoneTiOone _

2

_  …………………………..………………2.3 

The external circuit then provides a path through which the electrons reach the CE 

via diffusion process, thereby powering an electrical load if connected.  

Process [4]; Reduction of the redox couple 

This process is represented by [4] in Figure 2.5 and takes place within the 

electrolyte. It involves iodide regeneration through reduction of the electron 

acceptors. In the presence of a thin catalytic layer of platinum deposited onto the 

supporting material over the substrate forming the CE, the oxidized redox mediator 

(


3I ) diffuses toward this CE where it is reduced to 
I  

ions (Katoh et al., 2007). For 

a DSSC, charge transfer process between the PA and CE are dictated by the 
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diffusion of 


3I
 
ions. This process is in the range of 10

3 
s

-1
 (Rahman et al., 2015) and 

described by two-level equations (2.4) and (2.5) below: 

    IPteI
2

3

2

1
3 ………….………………………...………..…2.4 

  IPteI 3)(23 …….………..…...………………………….…2.5 

Process [5]: Dye regeneration  

The fifth step involves dye regeneration, and represented by process [5] in Figure 

2.5. At this point, the oxidized photosensitizer (S
+
) is again regenerated through 

electron donation from the iodide in the electrolyte. The acceptance of an electron 

from the 
I ion redox mediator, results in regeneration of the ground state (S) of the 

dye. Consequently, the 
I  ion get oxidized to 



3I . This process is an electron transfer 

mechanism described by equation (2.6) below (Katoh et al., 2007); 

      322
2

1

2

3
ITiOonSITiOonS

…………….……………….2.6 

A fast dye regeneration to the ground state occurs when an electron is accepted from 

I  and oxidized to 


3I  (Sharma et al., 2018). Thus, this process occurs within a 

time range of microsecond, faster than any recombination reaction or oxidized dye 

intrinsic lifetime in DSSCs (Katoh et al., 2007). 

2.4.2 Recombination Processes [6]–[8] 

Process [6]; Decay of the excited dye to ground state, 

The process is described by equation 2.7. 

SS * ….……………..……………………………………..………2.7 

Due to the fast (picoseconds) speed of electron injection into the TiO2, recombination 

to the ground state is limited. 
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Process [7]: Recombination between the oxidized dye and the injected electrons  

The speed of this process is in the order of 10
6 

s
-1

 and results in a reduction in 

electron density within the semiconductor film of TiO2 (Rahman et al., 2015). This 

process changes the energy of the TiO2 CB, a change that affects the resulting cell 

Voc (Maluta, 2010). The process is described by equation 2.8 below; 

  SeTiOonS  _

2* …..……..……………………………..………2.8 

Process [8]: Capture of the injected electrons by the triiodide  

This is a back reaction process, and takes place within the electrolyte. It involves a 

capture of the injected electrons by the triiodide. The process is similar to the 

3II  

couple reduction process at the CE and described by equation 2.9 below. 

  IIPte 3)(2 3 …….…..……...………………………….……2.9 

During electron diffusion through the TiO2 structure, some of the electrons get 

trapped on the surface of its particles of the TiO2 hence recombine with 

3I  within 

the electrolyte. Since full coverage of the glass/FTO surface by the TiO2 film may 

not occur during coating, the electrolyte reaching the FTO results in a leakage of 

electrons. The speed of this recombination process is 10
1
 to 10

0
 s

-1
 (Rahman et al., 

2015). 

2.5 Photovoltaic Parameters: Short-Circuit Current Density, Open-Circuit 

Voltage, Maximum Power Density Output and Fill Factor 

The standard technique of measuring a SC performance is to evaluate its 

photocurrent density-voltage (J−V) curve (Roy-Mayhew and Aksay, 2014). The 

current density (J), is often used since it normalizes PV parameters with respect to 

electrode area (active area), as opposed to actual current. A J−V curve is generated 

by running a current through the cell at a variable external resistance. When a light 

spectrum of a well-defined intensity such as an AM1.5G solar simulator is applied to 

a SC, its J−V response can be measured and PV parameters deduced (Roy-Mayhew 
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and Aksay, 2014). The various parameters used to characterize the performance of a 

PV module include; the short-circuit current density (Jsc), open-circuit voltage (Voc), 

maximum power density output (Pmax), fill factor (FF), and Photocurrent conversion 

efficiency (PCE) or simply, the cell efficiency ( ) (Sharma et al., 2018). Figure 2.6 

shows a diagrammatic illustration of a typical J-V characteristic and power density 

curve, with the main parameters (Voc and Jsc) necessary for evaluating solar cell 

efficiency indicated. The values of current density and voltage of the cell at Pmax are 

represented by Jpm and Vpm respectively, as indicated and discussed thereafter.  

 

Figure 2.6: A diagrammatic illustration of a typical J-V curve, showing the 

current density and voltage of the cell at maximum power (pmax) represented by 

Jpm and Vpm respectively (Source: Sharma et al., 2018).  

When an electrical load is connected to a SC, a potential difference develops across 

its terminals. An SC then behaves in a similar manner to a diode, whereby, by 

applying a bias in dark, a current (referred to as dark current) flows. The 

corresponding dark current density (Jdark) is usually expressed by equation (2.10) 

(Wenham et al., 2013);  
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where J0 is the reverse saturation current density, V is the applied voltage, q is 

electron charge, Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, Ta is the absolute temperature and n  

is the ideality factor (a number between 1 and 2).  

The short-circuit current density, denoted as Jsc, is described as the current that 

passes through a SC of one square centimeter in area, at low impedance and zero cell 

external load (Shaikh et al., 2019). Practically, Jsc is simply the current reading when 

the voltage reading is zero in a biased SC and results from the generated and 

collected photo-generated charge carriers (Sugano et al., 2017). Basically, Jsc 

depends on the solar illumination, active area of the SC, the charge transfer 

probability of the cell module and the optical properties of the electrodes structure.  

The net current density (J) is the difference between the Jsc and Jdark is given by 

equation (2.11) (Wenham et al., 2013); 
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It can be noted that, scJ  is directly proportional to the available sunlight hence 

equivalent to the photo-generated current density. This means that it depends on the 

level of dye adsorption onto the TiO2 and on the chemical and electrical kinetic of 

the electrolyte redox couple (Wenham et al., 2013). 

When the contacts of a SC are isolated, the maximum voltage generated is the open-

circuit voltage (Voc). This means that measurement of Voc is done when a load of 

infinite resistance is connected to the terminals of the cell. Under cell illumination, 

Voc corresponds to the level of forward bias on SC resulting from SC junction bias 

with photo-generated current (Nelson, 2003). This correspondence is dictated by the 

energy difference between the Fermi levels (EF) of the FTO/TiO2 contact under 

illumination and the electrolyte redox potential ( redoxV ) as shown by equation (2.12) 

(Shaikh et al., 2019; McConnell, 2002);  

redoxFoc VEV  …….……………………….…………………..…2.12 
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where FE  is usually near the CB in n-type semiconductor materials. 

Considering an open-circuit condition of the cell, then scdark JJ   hence Voc is given 

by equation (2.13) (Nelson, 2003); 
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This equation (2.13) shows that there exists a logarithmic increase in Voc with light 

intensity. 

The power density (P) established by a SC and delivered to the connected load in 

Watt/cm
2
 at any given bias voltage is calculated along the J-V characteristic from the 

product of measured cell voltage (V) and current density (J), equation (2.14) (Sharma 

et al., 2018). 

VJP  ……………………………..……….…………………..…2.14 

At the operating points (Voc and Jsc), power density is always zero and Pmax occurs 

between the two points for any SC. The current density and voltage at Pmax, are 

denoted by Jpm and Vpm respectively, as shown in Figure 2.6. The two values are too 

important in evaluating cell efficiency. 

The fill factor (FF) of a SC is the ratio of its maximum possible power output to the 

product of Jsc and Voc. Graphically, FF is represented by the largest rectangle area 

that can fit in the plotted J-V curve (Sharma et al., 2018) and given by equation 

(2.15); 

ocsc

pmpm

ocsc VJ

VJ

VJ

P
FF 

)(densitypower  maximum max ……….……………2.15 

Typically, FF values range from 0.50 to 0.82 (Ginley and Cahen, 2011) and can also 

be expressed in percentage where the higher values are more preferred for best DSSC 

performance. 
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2.6 PCE Measurement and Enhancement in DSSCs 

Although several measures characterize DSSCs, the universally adopted one is the 

total amount of electrical power generated by the cell for a given amount of solar 

power shining on it. The PCE or   is defined for a cell as the ratio of its energy 

output to its input solar energy (Sharma et al., 2018). It is an essential parameter for 

confirming the performance of SC under testing and depends on the incident solar 

intensity (Pin) and the operating temperature of the SC. The overall PCE (%) under a 

light intensity of 100 mW cm
2 

(AM1.5) is estimated based on Jsc, Voc, FF, and Pin as 

given by equation (2.16);  

%100%100max 
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The PCE value for any cell provides an insight into the overall functionality of its 

four main components (Ye et al., 2015). With DSSCs promising reliability as a 

future energy source, various modifications have been carried out based on their 

functional principles, materials, and structural designs (Cheng et al., 2013; Katumo 

et al., 2015) to improve their photo-energy conversion efficiencies. Such includes 

electrodes material restructuring (Bhagwat et al., 2017), change of electrolytes (Yella 

et al., 2011) and use of varied dyes (Bandara et al., 2016). In the last decade, much 

focus has been on the effect of the CE materials and designs on the performance of 

DSSCs upon electrochemical analysis (Cheng et al., 2013; Meyer et al., 2018), with 

significant improvements being recorded. However, there is more room for 

improvement according to the ongoing studies (Ghifari et al., 2020). The focus of 

this work is on incorporating graphene, a carbonaceous material, and plasmonic 

AuNPs in DSSC CE structure to increase electron injection and regeneration with a 

view to improving their photocurrent generation. 
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2.7 Graphene in Photovoltaics 

2.7.1 Graphene as an Allotrope of Carbon and as a Novel Material 

Carbon, which is abundant on earth, is regarded as the basic building block of 

organic materials (Zhu et al., 2009). It consists of various allotropes namely; 

diamond, graphite, fullerenes (C60), CNT, and graphene (Castro Neto et al., 2006). 

Graphene is regarded as the mother of these other forms of carbon through a stack of 

graphene layers (GL), rolled-up to a cylindrical form of graphene or balling into a 

sphere to form the different dimensions (Castro Neto et al., 2006). Figure 2.7 

illustrates the common naturally occurring carbon allotropes (Scarselli et al., 2012).  

 

Figure 2.7: An illustration of some common naturally occurring carbon 

allotropes (a) Graphite: Layered graphene stacks, (b) Diamond: Cubic; with 4-

coordinated sp
3
 framework, (c) Fullerene: A 0-D structure, (d) Nanotube: A 1-D 

structure and (e) Graphene: A 2-D structure (Source: Scarselli et al., 2012). 

Graphite (Figure 2.7 a), is layered graphene stacks that forms a 3-D structure. 

Diamond (Figure 2.7 b), is a cubic structure displaying a 4-coordinated sp
3
 

framework. Fullerene (C60) (Figure 2.7 c), is a wrapped-up graphene or closed cage 

sp
2
 molecule by introducing pentagons on the lattice to form a 0-D structure. Carbon 
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nanotube (Figure 2.7 d), is a cylindrical sheet or layers of sp
2
 molecules forming a 1-

D structure. Graphene (Figure 2.7 e) is a single atom thick graphitic layer showing 

sp
2
 bonding with a honeycomb lattice structure and was the first truly two-

dimensional (2-D) material to be discovered (Novoselov et al., 2005).  

Figure 2.8 shows a pictorial representation of (a) graphene geometry with armchair 

and zig-zag edges, (b) bonding configuration and (c) corresponding band diagram 

showing zero band gap (Lemme, 2009).  

 

Figure 2.8: A pictorial representation of (a) graphene geometry, (b) bonding 

configuration and (c) corresponding band diagram showing zero band gap 

(Source: Lemme, 2009). 

Through the sp
2
- hybridization, each carbon atom bonds four of its neighboring 

valence electrons. One of the valence electrons occupies an orbital position 

perpendicular to the one-dimensional (1-D) sheet forming a delocalized π-bond 

system while the other three participates in σ-bonding with their close neighbors to 

generate the honeycomb structural lattice (Figure 2.8 b). The π-bond, which is a 

delocalized contrast to the localized σ-bonds, highly influences the electronic 

properties of the material (Fujii et al., 2014) by allowing for the creation of a 2-D 

electron gas which has a high mobility within the sheets (Lemme, 2009). Since each 

of the carbon atoms constitutes a hexagonal form of one π-electron, a linear energy 

band structure in the low energy scale (below several eV) generated based on the 

tight-binding approximation. 
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2.7.2 Layered Graphene 

Graphene, since its first isolation by exfoliation of graphite and subsequent definitive 

identification by Novoselov and Geim (Novoselov et al., (2004) as a true 2-D 

material, further studies have revealed many of its intriguing properties above other 

carbon structures and materials. Table 1.1 shows some of its unique physical 

properties, which align it with PV applications. Some of the properties include; high 

charge carrier mobility, high thermal conductivity, high transparency, large specific 

surface area, outstanding mechanical properties, and zero band gap (Lee et al., 

2013). 

Table 2.1: Some unique physical properties of graphene (Source: Lee et al., 

2013). 

Charge carrier mobility ~2000 cm
2
/V.s 

Thermal conductivity ~5000 W/m.K 

Transparency  ~97.4% 

Specific surface area ~2630 m
2
/g 

Young‟s modulus ~1TPa 

Tensile strength ~1100 GPa 

Bandgap  Zero 

 

With such properties, graphene is viewed as a promising candidate for the post-

silicon age especially in the field of optoelectronics (Novoselov et al., 2004) in its 

pure or doped form with tests on possible applications being on the rise (Sood et al., 

2015). The fascinating optoelectronic properties of graphene could be attributed to 

its zero-energy band gap electronic structure (Castro Neto et al., 2009). This causes 

electrons within it to hop at very high velocity (~ sm /101 6 ) and with minimal 

scattering (Novoselov et al., 2004). Electronically, graphene exhibits linear 

dispersion in terms of energy and momentum near the Fermi energy and hence can 

be modeled in terms of relativistic massless Dirac Fermions (Wallace, 1947). The 

light-matter interaction in it exhibit a simple optical absorption within the Vis-IR 
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spectrum with absorbance independent of frequency (Koshino and Ando, 2008) and 

given by equation (2.17);  

%3.2  ………………...……..…….…..……………………..…2.17 

with the fine structure constant  being given by equation (2.18); 

137/1/2  ce  …………..……….………………………..……2.18 

where,   is the reduced Planck‟s constant while c  is the finite speed of light 

(Kuzmenko et al., 2008). The universal absorbance of graphene is equivalent to 

frequency-independent optical sheet conductivity as given by equation (2.19); 

heo 2/2   ………..……………………...…………………..……2.19 

This optical sheet conductivity arises from chiral resonance of particle-antiparticle 

pairs upon absorption of a light photon (Mishchenko and Halperin, 2003). It is 

defined by the sum of the contributions of the intra-band 
*   and inter-band 

 *   transitions equation (2.20) (Mak et al., 2012); 

 



 …………….……….…………..……………..……2.20 

The 
*   transitions are high-energy transitions involving short wavelengths 

(<150 nm) and do not occur within the UV-Vis region, while 
*   are low energy 

transitions occurring in the UV-Vis regime hence can be observed. For the 
*   

transitions, optical conductance is a complex number equation (2.21); 

ir i



 * …………….……………………….………..………2.21 

where r  and i  represent the real and imaginary optical conductance of graphene 

modeled using theoretical conductivity curves under non-interacting linear response 

theory prediction (Chang et al., 2014; Stauber et al., 2008). 
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For incident photon of nm550  at room temperature (T = 300K), o



 *  

while the energy gap between *   bands is eV6  (Saito et al., 1998). Since this 

energy gap is larger than the energies of the photons in the Vis range, the *   

transitions majorly result in a phase shift of optical waves that pass through the 

graphene sample. It thus contribute only to dispersion with the phase shift being 

negligibly treated (Saito et al., 1998; Saleh and Teich, 2007). The transmittance 

)(T  and the optical conductivity )(  for single-layer graphene (SLG) are related 

as per equation (2.22) (Min and MacDonald, 2009; Nair et al., 2008); 
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This expression translates to equation (2.23); 
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where, AT  )(1   is the absorbance (Stauber et al., 2008).  

Therefore, optical conductivity )(1   of SLG sheet (Mak et al., 2012) expressed in 

terms of absorbance gives, equation (2.24); 
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but A  (Stauber et al., 2008). 

Therefore,  
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Since h2 , then, 
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e
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2.7.3 Graphene – Light Interaction in Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells 

Structurally, the graphene lattice possesses free π-electron orbitals, which provide 

additional energy transfer mechanisms including multiplication of charge carriers 

(Semonin et al., 2011; Winzer et al., 2010). When light energy impinges on a 

graphene-based cell, an electron-hole pair (e
−
/h

+
) is first created by the association of 

photon energy with the semiconducting Gr band gap (Gabor, 2013). The excess 

photon energy, instead of dissipation as heat, may cause collisions and scattering of 

the e
−
/h

+
 into the graphene lattice releasing a secondary pair ( 0gE ) (Gabor, 

2013). These two e
−
/h

+
 can now create two more electrons resulting in four more, a 

process that repeats resulting in carrier avalanche multiplication effect (Winzer et 

al., 2010). This effect makes it possible to construct PV cells with much higher 

energy conversion efficiency, a novelty if realized, could allow photo-energy 

harvesting by Gr based PV devices over the entire spectrum at minimal loss. Its high 

optical transparency and excellent electrical conductivity make it a material of 

choice especially for thin-film TCOs (Cai et al., 2009). This permits maximum light 

to reach the active material with minimal resistance of the charge collector to take 

off the current generated. The amount of current generated in this case depends on 

the tuning level of the semiconductor.  

The current practical DSSCs have shown low efficiencies (Grätzel, 2005) compared 

to the theoretical efficiency (Shockley and Queisser, 1961). The low PCE results 

from poor diffusion of the redox species and the limited charge separation, which 

leads to poor energy harvesting in the resultant cells (Jennings et al., 2011; Wu et 

al., 2017). Owing to the forgoing excellent properties of graphene (Table 2.1), a 

hybrid CE of Pt and Gr has been shown to enhance the PCE in DSSCs (Gong et al., 

2011; Yue et al., 2013). 
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2.7.4 Graphene Synthesis Techniques 

The three main methods currently employed in graphene synthesis include; 

mechanical exfoliation, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of hydrocarbons on 

transition-metal-carbide surfaces, and epitaxial growth of graphene on SiC 

substrates. Basically, graphene sheets are stacked one over another by weak Van der 

Waals forces, which offer interaction energy of approximately 2 eV/nm in between 

any two layers. These interlayer forces must be broken in order to produce a high 

purity monolayer graphene (Huc et al., 2008). 

Mechanical exfoliation of graphene involves manual cleaving (microcleaving) of 

graphite to break these weak bonds and separate the individual graphene sheets or 

few-layer graphene as pioneered by Novoselov and Geim (Novoselov et al., 2004). 

Using a scotch tape, graphene flakes are peeled-off the bulk graphite, in this case 

highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). Repeated sticking and pulling of the tape 

strips further thins the flakes. Finally, the flakes are detached, cleaned and 

transferred onto an appropriate substrate surface. Since the optical properties of 

graphene nanosheets are greatly dependent on the stack thickness, a significant 

difference between the properties of single-layer graphene (SLG), bilayer graphene 

(BLG), few-layer graphene (FLG), multilayer graphene (MLG) and bulk graphite is 

evident (Ni et al., 2007; Shmavonyan et al., 2013). Different methods can be used to 

establish the number of stacked layers in FLG and MLG samples (Blake et al., 2007; 

Ferrari et al., 2006). However, identification and determination of atomic layers in 

FLG is a challenging task with most researchers being limited in such methods. 

Since exfoliation is not a well-controlled process, its success requires some 

experience and training to distinguish SLG, FLG and MLG). Due to the difficulty in 

controlling the flake thickness, size and location, cleaving samples with a large area 

for practical applications has not been effective. However, researchers are working 

towards actualizing it (Shmavonyan et al., 2013). 

Chemical vapor deposition method has also been widely employed to grow graphene 

onto a substrate. The CVD is a chemical process involving reactions between the 

gaseous phase reactants near the surface of a heated substrate to make thin films 
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(Choy, 2003; Reina et al., 2009). The deposition process is flexible in nature, 

making CVD a method of choice in thin film deposition and coatings in 

optoelectronic devices (Choy, 2003). It is one of the most promising and relatively 

inexpensive synthesis methods for large-area, high-quality graphene. Some of the 

commonly exploited chemical reactions include oxidation, reduction, and pyrolysis 

(Chen et al., 2010). The growth mechanism of these films is based on the 2-D nature 

of graphene and hence can be quite different from the traditional thin film 

technology (Muñoz & Gómez-Aleixandre, 2013).  

Structurally, graphene has extremely strong in-plane carbon-carbon bonds and very 

weak out-of-plane bonds. This makes it weakly interactive with the substrates 

supporting it, for instance, graphene-metal interactions are in the range of the van 

der Waals interaction (<100 meV per carbon atom) (Bartelt & McCarty, 2012). In 

response to such weak interactions, formation interference patterns known as the 

Moiré patterns are commonly encountered during graphene synthesis (Tang et al., 

2013). Such patterns happen when two grids are overlaid at an angle on each other, 

in this case, the lattices of graphene and metal substrate (Mattevi et al., 2011).  

Epitaxial growth of graphene from a silicon carbide (SiC) substrates is another 

method that has been successfully explored (Berger et al., 2004; Shivaraman et al., 

2009). As a semiconductor, SiC possesses superior properties that include; a wide 

band gap, a high thermal conductivity, a high critical electric field and high electron 

mobility (Kimoto, 2019). These excellent properties make it highly applicable in 

electronic devices operating in high temperature and high-power environments (Chen 

et al., 2010; Kimoto, 2019). Epitaxial growth on SiC is highly promising as a future 

method of graphene production on a large scale (Kim et al., 2009). It involves 

heating single crystal SiC substrates to high temperatures ranging from 1200 to 1600 

°C in a vacuum (Shivaraman et al., 2009). When two grids are overlaid, the film and 

substrate remain attached to each other with atoms of the different materials 

diffusing until they reach a kink site, where they are incorporated into one lattice 

(Shivaraman et al., 2009). 
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Other methods include; use of colloidal suspension (Balandin et al., 2008), unzipping 

of CNTs (Kosynkin et al., 2009) and reduction of graphene oxide have been majorly 

exploited (Khalil et al., 2016). Some of the advantages and disadvantages of these 

graphene synthesis techniques are presented in Table 2.2 (Khalil et al., 2016). 

Table 2.2: Advantages and disadvantages of some of the common synthesis 

procedures of graphene (Source: Khalil et al., 2016) 

Procedure Beneficial Aspects Limitations 

Micromechanical 

exfoliation 

 Simple process. 

 Few defects. 

 Excellent quality of graphene. 

 Suited for fundamental research. 

 Poor reproducibility. 

 Not amenable for large 

scale production. 

CVD  Large area (up to ~1 cm
2
). 

 Limited number of defects. 

 Mass production. 

 High quality graphene. 

 Expensive. 

 Poor scalability.  

Epitaxial growth  High quality of graphene. 

 Few defects. 

 High cost. 

 Requires high temp. 

Colloidal 

suspension 

 Scalable. 

 High volume of production. 

 Suitable for multipurpose chemical 

functionalization. 

 Significant number of 

defects. 

Unzipping of 

CNTs 

 Scalable with controlled widths and 

edge structures. 

 Better control of chemical 

functionalization and edge quality. 

 Low yield. 

 More expensive in 

respect to chemical 

exfoliation. 

Reduction of 

graphene oxide 

 Economical and facile technique.  Significant number of 

defects. 

 

2.7.5 Graphene Characterization: Microscopy and Spectroscopy Techniques 

Since the inception of graphene, various techniques have been applied in the 

detection and characterization of single-layer to multilayer graphene with a view of 

understanding its many unique properties. Some of the common methods include; 
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optical microscopy (Blake et al., 2007; Casiraghi et al., 2007), transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) (Geim & Novoselov, 2007; Park et al., 2012), UV-Vis and Raman 

spectroscopy (Ferrari, 2007; Gupta et al., 2006), and scanning tunneling microscopy 

(STM) (Xu et al., 2009). However, most of these methods are costly due to 

expensive equipment involved and the need for highly skilled personnel (Chen et al., 

2010). They are also time-consuming in terms of sample preparation, image 

processing and analysis, making them out of reach for many researchers. Earlier 

studies (John et al., 2015) reported contrast spectra analysis of optical microscopy 

images as an efficient and easy-to-use method for identifying and determining the 

thickness of layered graphene samples. It is based on the optical contrast differences 

between the layered graphene samples and the glass substrate as a standard reference 

from which sample thickness can be easily evaluated.  

Optical image contrast analysis offers an easy-to-use method to identify and classify 

stacked graphene samples according to the number of layers. In this case, the optical 

contrast differences between the MLG samples as shown in Figure 2.9 and the 

substrate for any 2-D material could be easily determined without using complex 

calculations (John et al., 2015).  

 

Figure 2.9: Optical images of exfoliated graphene flake showing contrast 

difference between monolayer, few-layer and multilayer graphene at 100X 

magnification (Source: Shmavonyan et al., 2013)  
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Under optical microscopy, the contrast intensity occurring within the interface of 

air/substrate and the GL, can be viewed directly (Skulason et al., 2010). In this case, 

the air/substrate interface intensity is the reference intensity. For exfoliated graphene 

flake, the optical intensities of the reflected or transmitted light through the GL, GI , 

and intensity reflected or transmitted from the substrate, SI , can be measured 

(Skulason et al., 2010). 

Based on these measurements, the reflection ( RC ) or transmission ( TC ) optical 

contrast can be calculated as in equations (2.28) and (2.29); 
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where GR , GT  are the reflectance and transmittance spectra for the 

air/graphene/glass interface while SR , ST  are the reflectance and transmittance 

spectra for the bare air/glass interface. 

By choosing the right substrate thickness, a visible contrast could clearly identify 

individual GL from a flake (Jung et al., 2007; Reina et al., 2009). Application of 

ImageJ allows for the processing of such images by first presenting it in the red, 

green, blue (RGB) format. The optical transmittance is first captured with the image 

intensity scaled under 256 gray level where 0 represents the darkest while 255 

represents the brightest region (Wang et al., 2019). This is then converted to actual 

contrast based on the appropriate channel and according to equation (2.30);  
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where   represents the R, G, or B channels (Ni et al., 2007).  
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Raman spectroscopy is a technique that is useful in the study of rotational, 

vibrational or other low-frequency modes (Jorio, 2012). Interaction between a laser 

beam and a molecule or atom may lead to; absorption, scattering or reflection 

(Childres et al., 2013). Raman effect deals with inelastic photon scattering, whereby, 

a monochromatic laser interacts with the molecular vibrational modes and phonons 

in a sample, resulting in a down (Stokes) or up (anti-Stokes) shifts in the laser energy 

(Childres et al., 2013). Every material has a unique shift in wavelength (Jorio, 2012). 

Figure 2.10 shows the three main energy shifts created during light scattering 

interactions. The larger fraction of the light scattered undergoes Rayleigh scattering 

where the emitted and incident photons have the same energy (Lin et al., 2010). 

 

Figure 2.10: Energy shifts created in light scattering interactions, showing the 

vibrational modes. Stokes and anti-stokes results from inelastic scattering 

(Source: Lin et al., 2010) 

In graphene and other sp
2
 materials, identification of their vibrational modes (Qiu et 

al., 2016) and subsequent characterization in terms of disorder, thickness, doping, 

strain, edge and grain boundaries, and thermal conductivity has been simplified by 

use of Raman spectroscopy (Jorio, 2012; Campos et al., 2018). According to various 

studies, Raman spectroscopy is one of the easiest and most acceptable scientific ways 
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of identifying single layers in graphene (Qiu et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2018). The shifts 

in Stokes phonon energy resulting from laser excitation generates two important 

vibrational modes in the Raman spectrum, recognized as; G and 2D modes, with 

respective peaks existing at ~1580 cm
-1

 and ~2700 cm
-1 

(Ferrari et al., 2006; Qiu et 

al., 2016) and another called D band at 1350 cm
-1 

(Ferrari et al., 2006). 

Figure 2.11 (a–e) shows Raman spectra recorded in different points of the surface of 

the GL depicting the behavior of G and 2D modes (bands) for an SLG, FLG, MLG 

and bulk HOPG (Qiu et al., 2016).  

 

Figure 2.11: Raman spectra (a–e) recorded in different points of the Gr layer 

surface showing the trend of G and 2D bands for a SLG, a FLG, MLG and bulk 

HOPG (Source: Qiu et al., 2016).  

The Raman spectrum also shows an evolving position, shape, and intensity changes 

with the number of graphene layers (N) when recorded from different spots of the 

sample material. For bulk graphene, the 2D band is observed to split into 2D1 (~2680 

cm
-1

) and 2D2 (~2720 cm
-1

) bands, arising from a second-order Raman scattering 

(Qiu et al., 2016). However, as the number of layers decreases, a highly intense 2D 

band (2700 cm
-1

) shifts to lower values observed (Wang et al., 2017). This 
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demonstrates the intrinsic inhomogeneity of a Gr sample in terms of the number of 

layers. The ratio of G and 2D peak intensities (ID/IG), which has also been shown to 

vary with the decrease in GL, can also be employed to characterize the level of 

disorder in graphene (Childres et al., 2013).  

To understand the behavior and application of various materials, studying their 

optical properties such as absorbance, transmittance, reflectance, scattering, and 

fluorescence is important (Germer et al., 2014). In DSSCs, these properties dictate 

the resulting PCE, and can be determined over the UV-Vis-NIR spectrum region 

using spectrophotometry techniques.  

To measure a sample transmission, a single beam configuration is employed, and the 

transmission normalized against air as the reference to provide data based on the 

relationship between transmission, reflectance, and absorption as given by equation 

(2.31); 

RTA  …………………...……………………...…………………2.31 

where; A  = absorbance, T = transmittance and R = reflectance.  

Therefore, from the single beam transmission spectra, the resultant transmittance 

equation (2.32) is given by; 
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Since the spectrophotometer uses the incident radiant flux as the reference beam, the, 

reflectance measurements can be computed based on the most general definition that 

involves a ratio of the reflected radiant flux to the incident radiant flux, as in 

equation (2.33) (Palmer, 1995);  

i
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where i  is the incident (usually air) while r is the reflected radiant flux. 
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2.8 Nanoparticles in Photovoltaics 

2.8.1 Introduction to the Nanoworld 

In his lecture, Richard Feynman brought to awareness the presence of “plenty of 

room at the bottom” (Feynman, 1992), through which the audience was charged to 

open up a new field of research in Physics. In this regard, the term nanotechnology 

was coined in the 1970s (Taniguchi et al., 1974) with great progress and remarkable 

discoveries made in the “nanoworld” (Binnig and Rohrer, 1987; Kroto et al., 1985). 

Nanoparticles are specified as particles having two or more dimensions and in the 

size range of 1 - 100 nm (Alanazi et al., 2010).  

Over time, studies have revealed that potential applications of nanomaterials are vast 

(Aruna et al., 2015; Jain et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2018). The growing interest to study 

nanomaterials is footed on the fact that such materials show unique properties from 

their bulk material counterparts and that their properties can be tuned via size and 

shape control (Burda et al., 2005; Dagher et al., 2014). These unique properties 

bridge the bulk materials and the atomic structures (Jana et al., 2016; Jayawardena et 

al., 2013). For instance, a slab of gold is a yellowish conductor with a high melting 

point, while AuNPs are semiconductors with color variation from red to purple and a 

much lower melting point (Jana et al., 2016). 

2.8.2 Quantum Confinement (QC) in Nanoparticles 

The concept of nanoscale is of importance in materials due to the QC effect of the 

electrons. Quantum confinement is defined as; “the changes in the atomic structure 

properties as a result of the direct influence of the ultra-small length scale on the 

energy band structure” (Kuchibhatla et al., 2007). Such changes can be reflected in 

the optical properties or catalytic reactivity of the material. Nanomaterials express 

the QC functionalities where their properties can be tuned via size, chemical 

composition, binding strength between the core and ligand shell, overall charge, and 

stability within a given medium (Reimann & Manninen, 2002). Through QC, 

electrons can be described in terms of their energy levels, potential wells, energy 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/conduction-band
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bands and band gaps (El-Sayed, 2004). Figure 2.12 shows a schematic representation 

of QDs due to the QC where the QC effect increases with decreasing QD size.  

 

Figure 2.12: A schematic representation of energy level splitting in QDs due to 

the QC. The QC effect increases with decreasing QD size (Source: Koole et al., 

2014). 

The VB and CB are found to split into quantized energy levels as the size of a 

particle decreases (Figure 2.12 a) (Koole et al., 2014; McKittrick & Shea-Rohwer, 

2014). Similarly, the energy gap increases, while the color of the emissions is found 

to change. In AuNPs, a blue shift in wavelength occurs (Figure 2.12 b). Upon QD 

excitation by a photon, a VB electron is promoted to the CB just like in the bulk 

nanomaterial. This generates an exciton (electron-hole pair). In the case of 

recombination, a radiative process may occur in which a photon is emitted, with its 

energy depending on the band gap energy. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/conduction-band
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Figure 2.13 below shows a representation of the exciton resulting from photon 

absorption in a QD.  

 

Figure 2.13: A representation of the exciton resulting from photon absorption in 

a QD (Source: McKittrick & Shea-Rohwer, 2014). 

In a simplified model, the energy of the emitted photon when absorbed in a QD can 

be described as the sum of (a) the bound energy of the excitons, (b) the band gap 

energy and the confinement energies of the (c) excited electron and (d) hole 

(McKittrick & Shea-Rohwer, 2014). 

The reduced size causes more confinement of the electron in a small space (quantum 

box) within the particle. The magnitude of resulting confinement energy can be 

described by equation (2.34).  
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where m
* 

is the reduced mass of the exciton system, 0a  is the radius of the QD, 

while 


em  and 


hm  are the effective masses of the electron and hole respectively. 

As the NP size reduce below the natural length scale of the e
−
/h

+
, an increase in band 

gap energy and quantization of the energy levels occurs. This length is also called the 

Bohr exciton radius (Barbagiovanni et al., 2014) and defined as in equation (2.35): 
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where ε is the material dielectric constant, em  is the electron rest mass, ba  

represents the Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom (~0.053 nm).  

Due to the Coulombic attraction existing between the oppositely charged hole and 

electron of the exciton, there exist an associated additional energy called excitons 

energy ( excitonE ) given by equation 2.36: 
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where yR  is the Rydberg energy (~13.6 eV) (Barbagiovanni et al., 2014). 

For a fluorescing photon, the total energy can therefore be modeled as the sum of the 

QD band gap energy, the quantum confinement energy, and the bound exciton 

energy, as given in equation 2.37.  
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In such a case, over the Vis region, the band gap emission shifts from red to blue 

emission as the particles in the clusters decrease in size. Additionally, in the size 

regime less than ~10-100Å, NPs are highly controllable, hence can be easily 

optimized for a variety of applications (Melville and Kapelewski, 2015). 

2.9 Noble Metal Nanoparticles 

Metallic NPs are synthesized from different metal precursors. Noble metals 

commonly used in DSSC CE include Pt, Au and Silver (Ag). For Au and Ag, their 

high electro-catalytic activity properties have also been investigated and employed in 

the reduction of redox couples in liquid electrolytes (Ye et al., 2015). Nanoparticles 

of noble metals, such as those of Au and Ag and whose sizes are smaller than the 

light wavelength, strongly absorb and scatter the visible spectrum due to the dipolar 

excitations occurring as localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) (El-Sayed, 

2001; Jain et al., 2008). This is due to the collective oscillation of free electrons 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/noble-metal
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within the CB from one NP surface to the other when such electrons interact with 

light (Long et al., 2009; Marinakos et al., 2007; Willets and Van Duyne, 2007).  

Within the nanoparticle surface, such plasmon resonances permit enhancement and 

manipulation of large resonants of the local electromagnetic fields inside and near 

the NP (He and Lu, 2014; Moskovits, 1985; Sokolov et al., 1998). Figure 2.14 

shows an illustration of plasmonic excitation through polarization of metallic NPs.  

 

Figure 2.14: An illustration of plasmonic excitation through polarization of 

metallic NPs. At resonance, the plasmons oscillate with a phase difference of 90° 

(Source: Trügler, 2016).  

When an electromagnetic radiation interacts with a metallic NP of size in the order 

of magnitude as the Bohr radius, the electron gas charges and moves to the opposite 

sides of the NP surface generating a restoring force. The dipole of the free electrons 

then oscillates with similar frequency to attain a phase difference of 90° at 

resonance. (Trügler, 2016).  

2.9.1 Colloidal gold Nanoparticles 

As a solid, gold presents itself as a yellowish-gold colored element with a dense and 

soft structure. Its atomic number is 79 and a standard atomic weight of ~197 g/mol. 

Gold melts at 1064.63 
o
C, boils at 2807 

o
C, it‟s inert and shows stability in most 

media. It is also known to have high thermal and electrical conductivity (Jain et al., 

2008; Link and El-Sayed, 2000). On the other hand, at nanoscale, electrons in AuNPs 

oscillate at a frequency capable of absorbing the visible light. This absorption gives 

rise to the observed vivid characteristic colors of AuNPs, with the LSPR features 
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showing sensitivity to the NPs size, shape, and concentration (Jain et al., 2008; Link 

& El-Sayed, 2000; Mie, 1976). As such, implementations of noble metallic NPs such 

as gold in optoelectronics have stimulated great research interests fundamentally. 

This aims at exploiting the many applications it promises in photovoltaics (Atwater, 

2007; Polman & Atwater, 2012), surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) 

(Moskovits, 1985), developing of new medical diagnostic techniques (Anker et al., 

2008) and various photocatalytic processes (Zhang et al., 2013).  

For larger NPs (diameter D ≥ 20 nm), the resonant peak energy decreases as the NPs 

sizes increase (Jain et al., 2008). As the size of NPs increases, the distance between 

them decreases due to aggregation resulting in peak broadening and red-shifting 

(Zuber et al., 2016). Moreover, due to their large optical cross-section, they scatter 

much of incident light creating an electromagnetic retardation effect (Berciaud et al., 

2005). On the other hand, for smaller NPs (D < 20 nm), their intrinsic size effects 

dominate while their extrinsic size-effects are neglected (Moskovits, 1985). Usually, 

the size-dependent properties of nanomaterials directly relate to surface atoms. Thus, 

by combining the intensity of the SPR peak, peak wavelength and broadening, the 

size of AuNPs can be determined (Zuber et al., 2016). 

When light is incident on small-sized AuNPs, it excites surface plasmons in the NPs. 

For individual particles, Mie Gustav (1976) theoretically described this classical 

effect in terms of extinction cross-section. By considering a metal sphere, surrounded 

by a frequency-dependent dielectric and homogeneous medium, Mie solved 

Maxwells equations for a plane wave incident on the sphere. For spherical NPs with 

diameters (D) less than one-tenth the wavelength of incident light, the significant 

solution derived from Mie theory in terms of extinction coefficient is given by 

equation (2.38) (Kheirandish et al., 2020); 
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where;  is the incident radiation wavelength and m  is the dielectric constant of the 

medium, while Re  and Im  are the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function 

for metallic NPs, respectively. 

For a non-conducting material, the frequency-dependent dielectric )(  function is 

described by the Drude model given by equation (2.39); 
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where   is the angular frequency,  is a damping coefficient and sp  is the Drude 

surface plasmon frequency, given by equation (2.40) (Arboleda et al., 2016); 
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Equation shows )(  is expressed as equation (2.41); 
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where;  
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In metallic NPs, the position of SPR is controlled by Re . For small NPs (<10 nm), 

and whose sizes are much less than the wavelength of the light, dipole behavior is 

exhibited hence contributes more to dielectric response. Therefore, from the 

extinction coefficient equation, the occurrence of dipole response frequency is 

maximized by the resonant condition called Fröhlich condition of LSPR (Khlebtsov, 

2008) and given by equation (2.44);  
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The resonance line width, referred to as full width at half maximum (FWHM) 

describes the SPR broadening (Amendola and Meneghetti, 2009). The FWHM is 

described by Im , which occurs through damping. For noble metal NPs such as Au, 

both Re  and Im  depends on the size of NPs, FWHM broadening and LSPR 

position. 

For colloidal NPs in an organic medium such as Na3Ctr, their optical properties 

responses are altered by their respective properties and salt concentration. Again, 

from Drude model, the size dumping factor s  is given by equation (2.45) (Kolwas 

and Derkachova, 2013); 

0l

vF
s  .............................................................................…………2.45 

where Fv  is the Fermi velocity, equal to
16104.1  ms  for gold, and 0l  is the mean 

free path. 

For NPs  lD , LSPR dominates resulting in more surface interaction of electrons 

DAv F /2 , creating a new size-dependent damping given by (Arboleda et al., 2016); 
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where A  is a factor on the metal properties and describes scattering processes within 

the particle, and 0  is the damping constant for free electrons. 

Since the number of plasmons is proportional to the NP volume, the size dependent 

correction in γ(D) increases with the surface-to-volume ratio i.e. 1/D. The interband 

transitions of bound electrons also contributes to the dielectric function, )( . These 

transitions are expressed in a standard Lorentz form (Arboleda et al., 2016) as; 
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where 0  is the frequency of the oscillating bound electron upon applied electric 

potential, b  is the damping of bound electrons and 1  is the frequency related to the 

density of bound electrons. The resultant metal dielectric function containing the free 

electrons term )(  and bound electrons term )( ib becomes;  
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2.9.2 Synthesis Methods for Colloidal AuNPs 

Colloidal gold is a solution containing micro- or nano-sized gold particles 

suspensions. Presently, much attention has been on synthesis and characterization of 

metallic NPs with small and uniform sizes for various applications (Dagher et al., 

2014; González et al., 2005; Polte, 2015). Several physical, chemical, photochemical 

and biological methods have been proposed and used to prepare NPs (Slepička et al., 

2020). These methods are classified as dispersing, involving top-down methods or 

condensing, also referred to as bottom-up methods. 

Dispersion methods involve destruction of the material crystal lattice (Slepička et 

al., 2020). Through a top-down approach, larger molecules are decomposed into 

smaller units first, before conversion into the appropriate NPs. One of the commonly 

employed dispersion methods is the PVD, which employs laser ablation and cathode 

sputtering (Kabashin et al., 2003; Siegel et al., 2012). In an aqueous solution of β-

cyclodextrin (CD) compound, laser ablation of a gold metal plate produces stable 

AuNPs, exhibiting LSPR peak at 520 nm (Kabashin et al., 2003). Room temperature 

metal sputtering also generates reproducible AuNPs with narrow size distribution 

(Siegel et al., 2012). Although the PVD methods show viability of a wider spectrum 

of NPs that may be prepared, they require expensive apparatus making them out of 

reach for many laboratories. Biosynthesis or green synthesis of environmentally 
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friendly AuNPs has shown potential for high yields, although the resulting NPs are 

more applicable in bio-systems with their toxicities not well understood (Jain et al., 

2006; Parveen et al., 2016). 

Condensation methods are based on chemical reactions and follow the route of; 

reduction in solution followed by NP precipitation, formation and stabilization 

(Polte, 2015; Slepička et al., 2020). For small and uniform aqueous metallic NPs, 

chemical reduction of a metal salt in aqueous form by a reducing agent is the most 

widely used synthesis method (Polte, 2015). Some of these reducing agents include 

sodium citrate, sodium borohydride, phosphor or hydrogen (Agunloye et al., 2018; 

Pal et al., 2015). This reduction technique is based on classical nucleation theory, 

which is purely thermodynamic and explains the growth of particles (Thanh et al., 

2014; Turkevich et al., 1951). According to Turkevich, aqueous Au (III) solution is 

reduced close to the boiling point (~100 
o
C) by citrate ions to produce a stable 

solution of AuNPs (Turkevich et al., 1951). A later modification of this reduction 

process by Frens included controlled size formation (Frens, 1973) through variation 

of the trisodium citrate to gold ratio. 

In practice, Au (III) ions are initially added into deionized (DI) water in the form of 

hydrogen tetrachloroaurate ( O.3HHAuCl 24 ). When Na3Ctr is introduced in excess to 

the boiling O.3HHAuCl 24  solution, the citrate ions ( 3

756 OHC ) work as a two-

electron reducing, a protective capping agent, and a pH mediator (Ji et al., 2007; 

Patungwasa and Hodak, 2008). In the process, they are oxidized forming acetone 

dicarboxylate ions ( 2

445 OHC ), hence pre-determining the size and distribution of the 

NPs (Jana et al., 2001). The reaction process can be described by half-reactions 

given in equations (2.49) and (2.50);  
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This method produces gold NPs of an average diameter of ~20 nm, in addition to a 

narrow size distribution and good reproducibility (Turkevich, 1985; Turkevich et al., 

1951). This makes it the method of choice for most researchers. 

Size characterization of colloidal AuNPs has been previously performed based on 

various techniques (Khlebtsov, 2008; Matsuura et al., 2018). Faraday‟s-Tyndall 

effect is a phenomenon associated with plasmonic light scattering in NPs (Yu et al., 

2015) where the longer-wavelength light is transmitted more while the shorter 

wavelength light undergoes more reflection through scattering. The presence of 

AuNPs in a sol can be verified based on the color and Faraday‟s-Tyndall Effect. 

When white light illuminates a metallic NP, the plasmonic resonance determines the 

color we observe in the NPs. The Tyndall effect occurs when a light beam is passed 

through a colloidal suspension containing NPs of size less than 100 nm. The 

particles scatter a portion of the beam leading to its divergence hence creating the 

observed optical effect. Within the gold colloids, this light scattering is very 

significant, particularly at the SPR band of the AuNPs. 

2.9.3 Characterization Techniques for Colloidal Gold 

Characterization of AuNPs is based on their distinct optical and physical properties. 

This depends on their sizes, shapes, concentration, surface structures and 

agglomeration state. Some of the common techniques used in characterization of 

AuNPs include; UV-Vis spectroscopy (Alzoubi et al., 2015), SEM/TEM (Khan et 

al., 2019; Pimpang and Choopun, 2011) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

(Khlebtsov 2008; Zheng et al., 2016). Others are AFM (Li et al., 2013), darkfield 

microscopy (DFM) (Wang et al., 2011), gel electrophoresis (Liao et al., 2017) and 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Hu et al., 2006). In all these techniques (Piwoński et al., 

2013; Boyd and Cuenat, 2011), the particle size and distribution measurements are 

done in solution or after the sample dried.  

For microscopy techniques, XRD and DFM, it is possible to generate information 

about the particle size and morphology at the same time making them more versatile 

(Pimpang & Choopun, 2011). However, sample preparation is time-consuming since 

the NPs are very sensitive and must be deposited on a well-characterized substrate. It 
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also require high precision and use of particular reagents (Grobelny, et al., 2011). 

Moreover, in the case of polydisperse samples, particles aggregation and sample 

fractionation during drying may be unavoidable. Gel electrophoresis (Hasenoehrl et 

al., 2012), analyzes NPs by separating them based on their size, shape and charge 

(Xu et al., 2007) to study their migration patterns (migration direction and distance). 

It is more applicable in bioassays to specify the binding of target analytes (Liao et 

al., 2017) by analyzing the migration patterns alteration upon modification of gold 

surface charge with charged biomolecules. However, the high system voltage could 

induce external charges hence interfering with the said patterns to give force results. 

Among these techniques, the most commonly used ones in the characterization of 

colloidal suspensions are the DLS and UV-Vis spectroscopy. This is because they are 

low cost, fast and easy to operate, hence offering sensitivity, simplicity and 

selectivity to NPs, short time of measurement, and require no complex calibration 

(Alzoubi et al., 2015; Khan et al., 2019).  

The DLS technique is preferred in measurement of size and size distribution of NPs 

in a colloidal solution (Khan et al., 2019). It involves illuminating the colloids with a 

laser beam, detecting fluctuations in scattered light and then analyzing velocity of the 

NPs to determine their hydrodynamic sizes (Zheng et al., 2016). The DLS measures 

the size of the physical NP physical core, surface coating and NP solvent layer 

(Sakurai et al., 2010). Therefore, any molecular conjugation to the AuNP surface 

increases its hydrodynamic size, DLS a very sensitive technique for evaluating 

surface modifications (Sakurai et al., 2010). Other areas of application include 

AuNPs stability and detection for bioassays (Khan et al., 2019). Although DLS is 

widely used in the characterization of monodisperse colloidal NPs, problems 

associated with the analysis of samples with large-size and multimodal distributions 

limits it popularity (Khlebtsov and Khlebtsov, 2011; Zanetti-Ramos et al., 2009). 

During DLS measurement in polydisperse colloids, bigger particles tend to screen 

small ones making the latter invisible.  

Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) Spectroscopy is one of the widely accepted, low-cost 

and easy to use characterization techniques commonly applicable in most research 

laboratories (Link and El-Sayed, 1999). It is based on molecular absorption of light 
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within the UV-Vis region, where the Vis absorption directly corresponds to the color 

of the chemicals involved. A beam of light with different wavelengths is passed 

through a sample and both the incident and the transmitted intensities of the beam 

measured. The sample absorbance is determined according to the Beer-Lambert law 

in equation (2.51) (Swinehart, 1962). Accordingly, the sample absorbance (A) at any 

particular wavelength in terms of incident ( oI ) and transmitted beam intensities ( I ) 

as described by the Beer-Lambert law in equation;  
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where C is the concentration of NPs/molecule, L is the optical path length over which 

the light passes through the sample and extC is the extinction coefficient defined in 

the terms of molar absorptivity (Ricci et al., 1994). According to Beer-Lambert law, 

a sample of higher concentration exhibits higher absorbance levels.  

Gold NPs are known to exhibit LSPR, characterized by strong absorbance bands in 

the Vis region, measurable by UV-Vis spectroscopy (Willets and Van Duyne, 2007). 

The LSPR peak wavelength increases with the NP size, with a significant red-shift 

observed for uneven NPs compared to a spherical NPs of equal size. A linear 

correlation exists between the peak optical density and the NPs in any colloidal 

sample (Jain et al., 2008). Therefore, a change in the sample medium causes a 

change in the absorbance peak hence the peak wavelength, which generally occurs at 

~520 nm and depends on the size of AuNPs (Alzoubi et al., 2015). 

Table 2.3 shows some of the size-dependent properties of AuNPs (up to 50 nm). The 

LSPR peaks and the molar extinction increases with increasing size of the AuNPs, 

while the particle concentration decreases with NPs sizes. For AuNPs with sizes 

between 5 and 15 nm, the LSPR peak wavelength ranges between 515 and 520 nm. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/molar-absorptivity
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Table 2.3: Some size-dependent properties of gold nanoparticles (Source: Sigma-

Aldrich, 2016) 

Diameter 

(nm) 

Number of 

Nanoparticles/mL) 

Peak SPR 

Wavelength (nm) 

Molar Extinction 

(M
-1

cm
-1

) 

5 5.47 x 10
13

 515-520 1.10 x 10
7
 

10 5.98 x 10
12

 515-520 1.01 x 10
8
 

15 1.64x10
12

 520 3.67x10
8
 

20 6.54 x 10
11

 524 9.21 x 10
8
 

30 1.79 x 10
11

 526 3.36 x 10
9
 

40  7.15 x 10
10

 530  8.42 x 10
9
 

50  3.51 x 10
10

 535 1.72 x 10
10

 

 

Figure 2.15 represents a typical UV-Vis absorbance spectra for gold nanospheres, 

showing the LSPR peak wavelength ( LSPR ) and absorbance ( LSPRA ) positions. The 

position of FWHM measurement necessary for analysis of the NPs dispersity 

behavior over the UV-Vis spectra is also shown (Alzoubi et al., 2015).  
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Figure 2.15: A typical UV-Vis absorbance spectra of gold nanosphere, showing 

LSPR peak wavelength ( LSPR ) and absorbance ( LSPRA ), and FWHM at 

approximately 520 nm (Source: Alzoubi et al., 2015). 

Reports indicate that the size of AuNPs and the molar concentration of Au(0) can be 

extracted from a UV-Vis spectra, using either position and extinction at LSPR or the 

ratio of extinctions at the LSPR peak wavelength and at 450 nm (ALSPR/A450) (Haiss 

et al., 2007). From the sample solution UV-Vis absorbance spectra, LSPR peaks and 

FWHM analysis could be used to determine the NP size and distribution (Pimpang 

and Choopun, 2011). Figure 2.16 shows a general UV-Vis absorption spectra of NPs 

showing the influence of NPs size distribution on the FWHM value (Oliveira et al., 

2020). The distribution of NPs can be described either by a; (a) low FWHM value for 

monodispersity or (b) higher FWHM for polydispersity of the NPs. 
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Figure 2.16: A general absorption spectra of NPs showing the influence of NPs 

size distribution on the FWHM value where (a) low FWHM value indicates 

monodispersity and (b) higher FWHM value indicate polydispersity of the NPs 

(Source: Oliveira et al., 2020). 

According to Hendel et al., (2014), measurement of UV-Vis absorbance at 400 nm 

(A400) is located between two decisive spectral regions hence appropriate for 

evaluating the concentration Au(0). Wavelengths below 400 nm are discouraged 

since the absorbance is highly influenced by organic substances. However, above 

400 nm, the absorbance is influenced by the LSPR of the AuNPs (Hendel et al., 

2014), with slightly higher values allowed, where (ALSPR/A450) has been reported to 

generate fair NPs size estimates between 5 and 80 nm (Haiss et al., 2007) based on 

equation (2.52); 
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where 1B  and 2B  parameters determined as 3.00 and 2.20 respectively for AuNPs. 

2.9.4 Applications of LSPR in Gold Nanoparticles 

With the unveiling of new NPs with different sizes and shapes, unraveling of the 

science of these particles and the application of computation methods to understand 

their behavior is ongoing (Bora et al., 2019; Zeng et al., 2015) for different uses. 
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Some observed important applications include; sensors (Jain et al., 2008; Kravets et 

al., 2012), surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) (Li et al., 2015; Wang et al., 

2010), medical diagnostics and therapy (Abadeer & Murphy, 2016; Conde et al., 

2012; Huang et al., 2007), drug delivery (Mendes et al., 2017; Patil et al., 2010; 

Yang et al., 2006) among others.  

Metallic NPs used in graphene-metal nanocomposites have shown great potential in 

future plasmonic devices (Benítez–Martínez et al., 2015; Bianco et al., 2016; Wang 

et al., 2012). Recently, much attention has been on synthesis and characterization of 

new NPs with different sizes and shapes for various applications based on their 

unique optical characteristics (Lemme, 2009). Small-sized gold spheres are known to 

localize incident light, extending its optical path length. This promotes their photo-

energy harvesting ability due to their LSPRs properties (Dissanayake et al., 2016; 

Jang et al., 2014; Khalil et al., 2016; Sarkar et al., 2018). Application of AuNPs 

contact in metal surface modification has been on the rise. When Gr surface is 

covered with AuNPs, it exhibit increased light absorbance with enhanced 

photocurrents and efficiencies in the resulting DSSCs being recorded (Borowiec et 

al., 2013; Hägglund et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2012; Qu et al., 2011). Recent advances 

on the intersection of the plasmonics and PVs have been made, and new options for 

SC designs created (Atwater & Polman, 2010). Nanostructuring has also made it 

possible to tailor surface morphologies that maximize excitons dissociation hence 

providing efficient charge transport pathways in the modified cells (Watkins et al., 

2005). This application forms part of the purpose of this research, with cell 

modification through a restructuring of the CE design being the focus. 

2.10 Composite Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells 

2.10.1 FTO as a Base Material for DSSCs 

Transparent conductive materials (TCMs), as suggested by the name, are materials 

possessing both optical transmission and electrical conductivity properties (Ginley & 

Perkins, 2011), widely useful in thin film SCs for transmission of light and collection 

of charge carriers (Zhang, 2018). The range of the materials include; wide-band-gap 

semiconductors, doped organic polymers, metal films or metal nitrides and finds 
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applications in; displays, photovoltaics, transparent electronics, window glass, and 

many other technological areas (Ginley & Perkins, 2011; Granqvist, 2007). 

Currently, TCOs, which are either n- and p-type semiconductors, form the preferred 

choice of TCMs. Their band gaps, which are higher than 3 eV, allows them to be 

transparent within the visible light spectrum (~1.8 - 3.0 eV) (Fortunato et al., 2007). 

To permit high conductivity, these oxides are often doped with other elements. The 

most commonly used binary n-type TCOs are Indium (III) oxide (In2O3), Zinc (II) 

oxide (ZnO) and Tin (IV) oxide (SnO2) (Fortunato et al., 2007). Fluorine doped-

SnO2, commonly referred to as FTO, has been widely used as a base material for CEs 

and PAs in DSSCs. This choice is motivated by its high transparency (80%) even 

with inclusion of the glass substrate, and its fair sheet resistance (10 Ω/sq) making it 

a promising electrode in SCs (Zhang, 2018). Additionally, owing to its ease of 

deposition, FTO coatings are often integrated into glass manufacturing lines for mass 

production, vanishing PV markets with low-cost FTO coated glass modules, 

appropriate for thin-film PV application (Zhang, 2018). 

2.10.2 Composite Electrodes 

Structurally, a composite or hybrid CEs involve combining two or more component 

materials based on their merits and compatibility. The resulting DSSC can be 

regarded as a hybrid or composite cell. Carbonaceous materials and metal NPs have 

been found to fit very well in this development (Ye et al., 2015). Platinum-based 

CEs are the most common due to their excellent and desired electro-catalytic 

properties. On the other hand, ultrathin Pt films, which have been conventionally 

used in CEs, create high defect points resulting in a reduced efficiency. Out of these 

challenges, the need for investigation and development of new and possibly hybrid 

CE incorporating other alternative materials has been high (Mehmood et al., 2014; 

Ye et al., 2015). However, the conversion efficiencies accrued from them need to be 

improved compared to noble materials performance. In this work, CVD single-layer 

graphene on FTO was used as a substrate for the Pt, AuNPs and the AuNPs/Pt as CE 

modules for the different DSSCs. Photovoltaic performance of the fabricated 

composite DSSCs was then evaluated against Pt CE DSSCs as a reference with the 

aim of establishing the enhancement effect of each material in the composite. 
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2.11 Safety Measures in Nanomaterials 

As nanomaterials continue to expand beyond the current use, concerns about their 

potential effects on human health and environmental systems are emerging (Grassian 

et al., 2007). Most of the current studies have shown that NPs are on a similar size 

scale to proteins hence are smaller than organic cells (Jeevanandam et al., 2018). 

This relative size partly suggests that such particles have a potential adverse impact 

through biological interaction and permeability (Nel et al., 2006). Although the 

biocompatibility of AuNPs to human cells (Dobrovolskaia et al., 2009) have been 

shown to pose low or negligible danger, in Vivo studies have traced higher toxicity 

to the NPs build-up (Chen et al., 2009). Since much is still unknown of their long-

term exposure effects, users of nanomaterials must take the highest possible strict 

precautions (Amoabediny et al., 2009) to eliminate most exposure chances. The 

most general cause of exposure is the failure to use the proper disposal protocol and 

the right safety gear when handling nanomaterials. In this regard, wearing protective 

clothing when handling nanomaterials is necessary. Toxicity studies of most 

nanomaterials require that NPs be dispersed in aqueous media such as granular 

sodium chloride. In such media, the NPs tend to form large agglomerates with 

modified surface charges (Suttiponparnit et al., 2011) which inhibit their toxicity. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Background 

This chapter contains a description of the materials and experimental procedures 

carried out during fabrication and characterization of electrodes and the overall 

DSSC assembly. It details studies on graphene exfoliation and evaluation of the 

number of layers based on optical contrast. Procedures for synthesis and 

characterization of AuNPs are presented. Details on preparation of composite CEs 

using doctor blade and dip-coating methods, including the final DSSC assembly and 

characterization are described. 

3.2 Preparation and Characterization of Graphene  

3.2.1 Materials for Graphene Exfoliation 

Highly ordered Pyrolytic graphite, grade SPI-1, #426HP-AB (SPI supplies, USA), 

shown in Appendix I and double-sided scotch tape were used. Absolute ethanol 

(99.5 wt-%), hydrochloric acid (HCl) and nitric acid (HNO3) were all sourced from 

Sigma-Aldrich Inc. Borosilicate (Pyrex) microscope slides (n = 1.47) were used for 

sample microscopy. DI water was used for the final cleaning of glassware and 

microscope slides before drying in an oven at 180 
o
C.  

3.2.2 Mechanical Exfoliation of Graphene Flakes 

The exfoliation and processing of the flakes was performed in steps. Figure 3.1 

illustrates the process of obtaining microscopy graphene flakes from HOPG, showing 

(a) HOPG block, (b) magic scotch tape containing graphene flakes after thinning 

process, (c) set up for cleaning the flakes after detaching from the tape and (d) flakes 

transferred onto a microscope slide for microscopy analysis. 

For an effective process, the glass slides were first cleaned in aqua-regia (prepared 

by mixing 3 part concentrated HCl and 1 part concentrated HNO3), ethanol and DI 
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water to ensure the microscopy graphene flakes were free from contaminants and 

easily detached from the tapes. Graphene flakes were prepared from the HOPG by 

mechanical cleaving procedure reported by Novoselov et al., (2004). The tape with 

flakes attached was soaked in acetone for 5 min and further for 5 min in ethanol to 

detach the flakes. These flakes were cleaned in DI water before being transferred to 

clean microscope slides for drying and analysis. 

 

Figure 3.1: Mechanical exfoliation process of obtaining graphene flakes from 

HOPG (a) HOPG block, (b) thinning of flakes by magic scotch tape, (c) 

detaching flakes from tape and cleaning, (d) flakes transferred onto a 

microscope slide. 

3.2.3 Characterization of Exfoliated Graphene by Contrast Analysis 

Acquisition of optical images of the flakes was made using the Labomed LX 400 

optical microscope model in transmission mode. A charge-coupled device (CCD) 

camera embedded on the microscope, interfaced to a computer was used to record 

the incident light (400-800 nm) emitted by a constant power halogen lamp through a 

1 mm aperture. Magnified 8-bit color images at resolution 10801920   pixels were 

acquired through PixelPro software. The recorded optical images in red, green, and 
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blue (RGB) forms were analyzed in terms of grayscale values and position (pixels) 

using ImageJ 1.48v software.  

3.2.4 Characterization of CVD Graphene on FTO 

A CVD SLG module synthesized and transferred on FTO substrate (#Y060515, 

USA) by poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) technique was used as an electrodes 

base in this study. Its optical properties were analyzed using a UV-Vis-NIR 

spectrophotometer (Spectro 3700 DUV). Briefly, the transmission and reflection 

spectra were measured and analyzed between 300 - 2500 nm in 1 nm steps. From the 

spectrophotometer, optical transmittance, T(%) and reflectance R(%) of bare FTO 

substrate and of the SLG on FTO (SLG/FTO) were obtained and analyzed within the 

spectral region from NUV to NIR. For validation, Raman Spectroscopy (Renishaw 

Ramascope), was used and the quality and thicknesses of the graphene were also 

evaluated (Castro Neto et al., 2009) to ascertain its transmittance level within the 

spectral regime for PV applications. Within the region, a comparison of optical 

conductivity ratio and absorbance (in   units) of SLG was performed.  

3.3 Synthesis and Characterization of Colloidal AuNPs 

3.3.1 Cleaning of Glassware for AuNPs Synthesis 

Cleanliness in all glassware dedicated for the preparation and storage of colloidal 

gold is essential to avoid any exposure to organic matter hence contamination the 

samples. The glassware was first washed using hot soapy water, then rinsed in DI 

water. This was followed by soaking in fresh aqua-regia (Hu et al., 2007) overnight. 

Final rinsing in the DI water was done followed by oven-drying at 120 
o
C for 6 hr. 

The clean glassware was covered on top with aluminium foil and kept in a clean dry 

box. 

3.3.2 Formulation and Synthesis of Colloidal AuNPs  

A solution containing  O3HHAuCl mM 0.254 24  was prepared by dissolving 0.0500 

g of the Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (III) trihydrate (ACS reagent, ≥ 49.0 Au basis, 
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O3HHAuCl 24  , MW=393.83 g/mol. Sigma-Aldrich inc.) in 50 mL of the DI H2O. A 

solution containing 38.8 mM Na3Ctr was freshly prepared by dissolving 0.5705 g of 

trisodium citrate dihydrate tribasic (Na3C6H5O7, MW=294.1 g/mol, 99%. Sigma-

Aldrich inc.) to form 50 mL with the DI water. Colloidal AuNPs were prepared 

through the citrate reduction method (Turkevich, 1985), with a variation in the 

volume of the Na3Ctr used. Molar concentration, mol/L)(C of the solutes were based 

on equation (3.1) (Sigma-Aldrich, 2016); 

MW

1

V

m
C  ……..……………….……….……...………………..…3.1 

where, m is the mass of solute in grams (g) that must be dissolved in total volume V 

of solution in liters (L) to make the desired molar concentration (C), while MW is the 

formula weight of the solute in (g/mol.).  

Figure 3.2 shows a schematic diagram representing the citrate reduction process 

carried out during synthesis of colloidal AuNPs. A 50 mL of HAuCl4 solution was 

heated on a hot plate at ~98 °C with vigorous magnetic stirring until boiling. A 

volume of 0.85 mL Na3Ctr was introduced into the boiling solution while stirring 

rapidly. The solution was allowed to boil further for about 6 min attaining a final 

wine-red color (Pimpang and Choopun, 2011). Heating was stopped and the solution 

cooled to room temperature while stirring rapidly. The process was repeated by 

increasing the volume of Na3Ctr by 0.05 mL to obtain six other sets of colloidal 

AuNPs. 
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Figure 3.2: A schematic summary of the citrate reduction process for preparing 

colloidal AuNPs.  

3.3.3 Detection of the Presence of AuNPs 

The presence of AuNPs in the treated solution was established through observation 

of progressive color changes during the synthesis process. The final characteristic 

color plays an essential role in this confirmation. Further, a Tyndall effect test was 

performed by shining a laser light through AuNPs solution (Yu et al., 2015). Similar 

test was performed on the reacting solution (HAuCl4 and Na3Ctr) used in this 

process to establish if the effect only occurred in the NPs solution. 

3.3.4 Determination of AuNPs Sizes using LSPR Method 

The NPs size determination was done through UV-Vis spectroscopy, a technique 

based on absorption of light by molecules within the UV-Vis region. Figure 3.3 

shows a schematic representation of the UV-Vis spectrophotometer operational 

structure.  
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Figure 3.3: A schematic representation of the UV-Vis spectrophotometer 

operational structure showing signal path for sample detection and processing 

and (inset) a typical Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer. 

A typical Shimadzu UV-1800 double-beam spectrophotometer used in this study is 

in the inset. Light beam from the source splits into two pathways, one through the 

sample cuvette and the other through the set reference cuvette for comparison. The 

monochromator permits automated recording of spectra. The chopper controls the 

source beam path, to alternate it between the sample, the blank, and the shutter. The 

transparent window passes the radiation to the sample while the mirror reflects it to 

the blank. The signal processor resolves the beam reaching the detector into the 

transmission of the blank, OI  and the sample, TI  using the chopper rotation speed to 

keep on adjusting its transmittance. In this study, UV-Vis absorbance spectra of the 

solutions were recorded in a standard 1 cm × 1 cm × 3.5 cm quartz cuvette at a 

resolution of 1 nm from 300 to 800 nm. From the UV-Vis absorption spectra, LSPR 

peak wavelengths and FWHM values generated were used to evaluate the NP sizes, 

and size distribution. 
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3.4 Fabrication and Assembly of the Nanocomposites CE-Based DSSCs 

3.4.1 Counter Electrodes Preparation and Characterization 

3.4.1.1 Substrate Surface Preparation 

The FTO glass substrates (~1.5 cm × 2.5 cm, sheet resistance, 12~15 Ohm/sq) and 

the CVD graphene coated FTO glass substrates (coverage >98%) were received 

from MSESupplies (USA). Colloidal gold NPs (~12 nm) prepared by citrate 

reduction method according to the procedure previously described in section 2.3. 

were used. To make a CE, the conductive side of the FTO was identified through 

resistance continuity testing using a digital multimeter. Two electrolyte filling holes 

were first drilled through the substrates from the conducting sides at predetermined 

positions to fit over the cell active area using a 0.8 mm diamond burr (Eternal tools). 

The glass/FTO substrates were cleaned sequentially in three (3) steps of 5 min each. 

These steps involved soaking in acetone (purity 99.5%), ethanol (purity 99.5%) and 

the rinsing in DI water to remove any oils, organic residues and dirt, which could be 

present on the substrate (Katumo et al., 2015). The clean substrate was then dried in 

a stream of pressurized dry air. On the other hand, the graphene coated glass/FTO 

substrates were first soaked in ethanol for 5 min then rinsed for another 5 min in DI 

water before drying under pressurized air. 

3.4.1.2 Preparation of CEs Modules 

Three test CEs based on Pt, AuNPs, and AuNPs/Pt were fabricated on the FTO/Gr 

substrate while the reference CE was based on the commonly used Pt-film. Figure 

3.4 shows schematic diagrams of the four CE modules namely (a) the FTO/Pt, CE1, 

(b) FTO/Gr/Pt, CE2, (c) FTO/Gr/AuNPs, CE3 and (d) FTO/Gr/AuNPs/Pt, CE4. For 

the reference module named CE1, a platinum layer of platisol T/SP pore size, 15-20 

nm, (Solaronix, Switzerland) was coated onto the conductive side of the bare 

glass/FTO substrate through a doctor-blade process. 
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Figure 3.4: A schematic diagrams of the four CE modules prepared, showing (a) 

FTO/Pt, (b) FTO/Gr/Pt, (c) FTO/Gr/AuNPs and (d) FTO/Gr/AuNPs/Pt. 

By using a multimeter, the conductive side of the FTO was identified by testing 

conductivity continuity. A magic scotch tape was then placed on this conductive side 

of clean glass/FTO substrate 4 mm from the edge on each side of its length. The 

platisol, T/SP, was applied manually using the doctor blade technique to generate a 

thin film deposition. The film thicknesses were controlled through applying uniform 

pressure in the pasting region. The platinized FTO module was kept in a clean and 

dry petri dish covered in aluminium foil for 20 min before carefully removing the 

scotch tape. This was aimed at reducing surface irregularity and getting rid of air 

bubbles to enhance homogeneity. The module was then heat-treated in a furnace at a 

rate of 2
 o

C /min to 170
 o

C followed 5
 o

C /min to 400 
o
C, then sintered for 30 min. 

The furnace was switched off and the CE is allowed to cool down gradually to room 

temperature. To make the second module (CE2), a CVD produced FTO/Gr substrate 

was platinized as in CE1 to form an FTO/Gr/Pt module.  

The third module (CE3), was prepared by dipping the CVD produced FTO/Gr 

substrate into the colloidal AuNPs at a constant speed with the conductive side 

facing upwards, and kept in the solution for 3 hours. The aim here was to form a 

coating of NPs on the film to generate FTO/Gr/AuNPs CE. The sample was then 

removed gently from the AuNPs solution and carefully wiped off excess solution 
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from the back-side using cotton swabs. Finally, the surface of the film with NP 

contacts was dried using a stream of dry air in a clean chamber. The fourth module 

(CE4) was prepared by platinizing a sample of module CE3 to form an 

FTO/Gr/AuNPs/Pt CE. The modules were then stored in dark plastic sample boxes. 

3.4.1.3 Characterization of Counter Electrode Modules 

Characterization of the FTO/Gr modules used in the CEs was carried out using 

optical microscopy, UV-Vis spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy to determine the 

surface characteristics and the graphene defect levels prior to application. 

3.4.2 Photoanodes Preparation and Characterization 

3.4.2.1 TiO2 Paste Preparation and Application 

The PAs design structure consisted of FTO/Gr/TiO2 composite. The CVD FTO/Gr 

modules used as substrates were cleaned, first in acetone (5 min), followed by 

ethanol (5 min) and then in DI water (5 min) before drying in a stream of dry hot air. 

A highly dispersed titania nano-particle paste, Ti-nanoxide T/SP (18% wt, 15-20 nm, 

Solaronix, Switzerland) was used to prepare a mesoporous nanocrystalline TiO2 film 

for the PA active layer. In this case, 2.4 g TiO2 nanopowder (~21 nm, solaronix) was 

dissolved into 40 mL of ethanol (99.5%, Sigma) and continuously stirred for 1 hour 

using a magnetic stirrer to form a uniform TiO2 paste. Hand shaking the paste bottle 

itself was avoided since it could cause air bubble formation preventing good 

deposition. The conductive side of the FTO/Gr was identified first, as described in 

section 3.4.1.2. A window measuring 1 x 1 cm
2
 was cut from a scotch magic tape 

(~50-60 µm thick) using a clean sharp blade and mounted on the conductive 

graphene surface of the FTO/Gr substrate.  

A layer of the TiO2 paste was applied onto the graphene surface of the FTO/Gr 

substrate module and spread even to form a thin homogeneous film using the doctor-

blade coating method (Katumo et al., 2015). Thickness of the TiO2 film was 

maintained at approximately 20 𝜇m by use of a constant pressure during doctor 

blading. The coated module was dried in a covered petri dish at room temperature for 
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20 min for the film to homogenize and reduce surface irregularity (Sedghi and 

Miankushki, 2014). It was then annealed in a furnace at an optimized rate of 2 
o
C 

/min (Katumo et al., 2015) from room temperature up to 175
 o

C, then at a rate of 10 

o
C /min up to 450 

o
C. It was then sintered at 450

 o
C for 30 min before cooling 

gradually in the furnace to room temperature (25 
o
C). This procedure is noted to 

promote crystallinity of the TiO2 by reducing the grain boundary between its NPs to 

form a tiny porous layer on the FTO substrate with enhanced bonding. In addition, it 

increases the surface area for efficient dye loading, and reduces charge 

recombination during transportation of electrons to the CE. 

3.4.2.2 Characterization of Photoanode Modules 

Characterization of the PA modules was performed based on optical microscopy and 

UV-Vis spectroscopy. An optical image of the PA TiO2 surface was captured and a 

line profile generated in grayscale. From the profile frequency and heights, the state 

of surface roughness of the PA was established. UV-Vis absorption spectra of the 

TiO2 surface before and after N719 dye loading was carried out. The absorbance 

wavelength range and peak shift in the PA spectra was analyzed for DSSC 

applications. 

3.4.3 Dye Preparation and Application 

Ruthenium dye containing 0.5 mM of N719 dye, cis-diisothiocyanato-bis(2,2’-

bipyridyl-4,4’-dicarboxylato) ruthenium(II) bis(tetrabutylammonium)(molar mass 

1188.6 g/mol) was prepared by dissolving 200 mg of N719 dye (purchased from 

Solaronix, Switzerland) in 100 mL of ethanol (99.5 wt-%) in a conical flask. 

Concentration of the dye was calculated according to the molar equation (3.1). 

The flask was covered using aluminium foil and stirred with a magnetic stirrer to 

ensure all the particles dissolved. Using a measuring cylinder and a micropipette, 

236.53 mL of the ethanol was added and stirred to form 0.5 mM of N719 dye 

solution. The formed solution was then transferred into a dark sample bottle, 

wrapped in aluminium foil and kept ready for use. The prepared PA was sensitized 

by gently immersing it in a dye bath solution contained in staining boxes. The 
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samples were soaked in the dye for 20 - 24 hr then dried in a stream of air. Dye 

loading was evaluated using UV-Vis spectroscopy. 

3.4.4 Composite DSSC Assembly 

3.4.4.1 Geometry of the DSSC 

Dye sensitized SC modules were fabricated in sandwich geometry. A hot melt 

sealing film, Dupont surlyn frame (60 μm thick Meltonix 1170-60, Solaronix, 

Switzerland) was used as a spacer and a thermoplastic sealant between dye coated 

PA surface and the AuNPs coated side of the CE. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic 

diagram of a composite DSSC fabrication process, showing the photoanode and 

counter electrode with the different components in DSSC assembled using the CE4 

module. The assembled DSSC structure was fastened using binder clips as shown in 

the photograph on the top left of Figure 3.5, ready for evaluation. 

 

Figure 3.5: A schematic diagram of a composite DSSC fabrication process, 

showing the different components in the Gr/AuNPs/Pt CE DSSC module. A 

photograph of the assembled DSSC is shown on top left. 
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3.4.4.2 Electrolyte Injection and Sealing  

A 30 mM iodide/triiodide electrolyte redox couple (Iodolyte HI-30, Solaronix, 

Switzerland) was injected using a syringe needle into the space between the 

electrodes through pre-drilled holes on the CE. The holes were then sealed using 

Amosil 4 sealant (Solaronix) and the cell assembled for testing (Appendix II). 

3.4.5 Testing and Evaluation 

3.4.5.1 Measurement of the Photovoltaic Parameters  

The main parameters used for DSSC characterization were Jsc, Voc, FF and PCE as 

discussed in section 2.5. This was based on the standard procedure where the J-V 

curve was generated (Sharma et al., 2018). Figure 3.6 shows a schematic illustration 

of the J-V data generating setup. A solar simulator based on a 450 W halogen lamp 

was used and adjusted to provide a spectral output irradiance of 100 mW/cm
2
 (AM 

1.5 G) illumination at 25
 o

C. This was recorded using a solar power meter TM206 

(3T0-3-1, Tenmars Taiwan). A single crystal Si photodiode was used to calibrate the 

incident photon flux to a distance of 0.3 m on the DSSCs. Once the cell was 

illuminated, voltage sweep was applied and the resulting current measured. The J 

and V values were recorded using a digital multimeter.  

 

Figure 3.6: A schematic illustration of the J-V data generating set up. 
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3.4.5.2 Evaluation of the Composite DSSCs Performance 

To evaluate the cell performance, values of Jpm, Vpm, Voc and Jsc were generated from 

the plotted J-V curve. The FF (equation 2.15) and η (equation 2.16) of the cells were 

hence calculated. Graphical software OriginPro version 8.5, was used in generating 

the SCs characteristics. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter entails a tabular, pictorial and graphical representation of the generated 

data and the results. Discussion of the results are also given based on data from the 

three main parts forming the material investigations objectives, namely; graphene, 

gold NPs and the fabricated DSSC.  

4.2 Synthesis and Characterization of AuNPs Sizes 

4.2.1 Macroscale Synthesis and Faraday’s -Tyndall Effect Test 

Based on the citrate reduction of AuNPs, observations were made stepwise during 

the synthesis process. Figure 4.1 shows the phase change in colloidal AuNPs during 

the citrate reduction process represented by color change with time starting from (a) 

pale-yellow gold salt before heating. The color changes recorded during heating at 

98 
o
C with vigorous magnetic stirring were; (b) colorless solution after 10 min and 

(c) dark-greyish solution upon addition of Na3Ctr (12 min). After 14 min of heating, 

(d) the greyish solution turned purple before attaining the final wine-red color after a 

total time of approx. 18 min. 

The noted color changes were consistent with the macroscale synthesis of AuNPs 

(Kumar et al., 2007). Gold salt is yellowish in color (Figure 4.1a) and addition of 

Na3Ctr under boiling and stirring takes it through the first phase change. In this 

phase, Au
3+

 reduces into colorless Au
2+

 (Figure 4.1b). Continuous heating takes the 

solution to supersaturation phase, which is represented by the dark-greyish solution 

color (Figure 4.1c). 
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Figure 4.1: Phase change in AuNPs during a citrate reduction process 

represented by the solution color change with time, given as; (a) pale-yellow 

gold salt (b) colorless, (c) dark-greyish colored, (d) purple-colored and (e) final 

wine-red AuNPs. 

The third phase in the synthesis involves nucleation, a phase that produces gold 

nanowires, which are dark bluish/purple in color (Figure 4.1d) which is an 

intermediary towards AuNPs formation (Wuithschick et al., 2015). The intense wine 

red (Figure 4.1e) is an indication that, during the growth phase, AuNPs are 

regenerating. It results from the absorption of some portion of the visible spectrum 

by the NPs at SPR (Amendola and Meneghetti, 2009; Jain et al., 2006). The different 

colors observed in AuNPs can therefore be attributed to the fact that smaller particles 

(<30 nm) absorb light within the blue region while reflecting the red spectrum. 

Conversely, the larger sized particles absorb wavelength within the red region while 

reflecting the blue portion of the spectrum hence presenting a bluish/purple color of 

the AuNPs solution. The kinetics of size changes such as particle agglomeration and 

aggregation has been studied based on this phenomenon (Hayden et al., 2012). 

Figure 4.2 is a photographic representation of Faraday's-Tyndall effect. Figure 4.2(a) 

shows a reddish beam through the test solution, depicting an occurrence of Tyndall 

effect in wine red colloidal AuNPs.  
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Figure 4.2: A photographic representation of Faraday's-Tyndall effect showing 

(a) presence of Tyndall effect in wine red colloidal AuNPs and (b, c) absence in 

HAuCl4 and Na3Ctr solutions.  

Conversely, the reagents used in the AuNPs synthesis, 3.2(b) HAuCl4 salt and 3.2(c) 

Na3Ctr solutions show no observable color effect, implying that Tyndall effect is 

absent. According to Yu et al., (2015), the observed beam path in (a) results from 

light scattering by the NP present in the solution. This is a characteristic of the 

Tyndall effect as previously observed (Yu et al., 2015).  

4.2.2 UV-Vis Spectroscopy of Colloidal AuNPs 

Further, the presence of AuNPs in the final solution was confirmed through the UV-

Vis absorbance measurements. Figure 4.3 shows a section of the UV-Vis spectra for 

colloidal AuNPs synthesized at different amounts of Na3Ctr. A narrow shift in the 

LSPR peak wavelength is notable, where a peak of 520 nm was generated when 0.85 
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and 0.95 mL Na3Ctr were used, 519 nm when 0.90 mL Na3Ctr was used while 518 

was recorded for 1.00, 1.05, 1.10 and 1.15 mL Na3Ctr. A full AuNPs spectrum in the 

Vis region is as shown for 0.85 mL Na3Ctr in Figure 4.3 (inset). The wavelength at 

440 nm was chosen for the purpose of AuNPs size evaluation as discussed in the next 

section. Generally, absorption peaks occur at ~520 nm representing the LSPR 

wavelengths. This shows LSPR behavior with the absorption peaks being prominent 

at ~520 nm, a clear characteristic of AuNPs of size <20 nm (Daniel and Astruc, 

2004; Liz-Marzán, 2004). The presence of narrow peaks is an indication of 

monodispersity in the synthesized NPs. 
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Figure 4.3: UV-Vis spectra generated from colloidal AuNPs synthesized at 

different amounts of Na3Ctr. Inset: A full spectra for AuNPs prepared using 

0.85 mL Na3Ctr showing LSPR at 520 nm. 

4.2.3 Gold NPs Sizing via LSPR Analysis 

To evaluate the size and size distribution of the synthesized AuNPs, LSPR peak 

wavelengths and FWHM values were extracted from the UV-Vis absorption spectra. 

Figure 4.4 shows a plot of the variation of LSPR peaks (left axis) with volumes of 

Na3Ctr used and the corresponding FWHM (right axis) from UV-Vis spectra of the 

AuNPs solutions.  
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Figure 4.4: Variation of LSPR peaks (left axis) with volumes of Na3Ctr used and 

the corresponding FWHM (right axis) from UV-Vis spectra of the AuNPs 

solutions.  

Based on the amount of Na3Ctr used, two distinct plot regions are observed; the 

lower region (0.85 - 0.95 mL) and the upper region (1.00 – 1.15 mL). The recorded 

LSPR peaks wavelengths range between 518 and 520 nm, consistent with the 

plasmonic AuNPs sizes (Sigma-Aldrich, 2016). In this case, LSPR peaks of 519 and 

520 nm occur in the lower region while 518 nm occur in the upper region. Similarly, 

the larger FWHM values (50 – 48 nm) occur in the lower region, while the smaller 

FWHM values (47- 46 nm) occur in the upper region of Na3Ctr used. This shows 

that the longer LSPR peak wavelengths corresponds to the larger FWHM values at 

the lower region while the shorter LSPR peak wavelengths corresponds to the 

smaller FWHM values at the upper region. 

According to Pimpang and Choopun, (2011), the LSPR peaks increase with the 

increase in AuNPs sizes. During synthesis, the faster the AuNPs are capped by the 

higher amount of Na3Ctr and the smaller the size of NPs generated (Wang et al., 

2018). Therefore, the upper region consisting of shorter LSPR peak wavelengths, 

represent AuNPs of smaller sizes than the lower region. In addition, FWHM values 

from UV-Vis absorption spectra have been used to predict size distribution in 
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colloidal AuNPs (Wang et al., 2018), where the lower FWHM values coincide with 

narrow size distribution. From these FWHM values, the standard deviations over the 

lower and upper regions are 1.00 and 0.43 nm respectively. This implies that the 

narrow range of FWHM values in both regions depict that the AuNPs have a narrow 

size distribution. However, working within the upper region would generate AuNPs 

with small sizes and high levels of monodispersity.  

The sizes of the AuNPs synthesized were calculated from the LSPR peaks (Haiss et 

al., 2007), where the recorded sizes were within the 10 - 15 nm range. To evaluate 

the relation between the amount of citrate used and the size of synthesized AuNPs, 

the results were plotted and compared to a theoretical prediction from a related study 

by Kumar (2007). Figure 4.5 shows how sizes of the synthesized AuNPs vary the 

amount of Na3Ctr used, based on experimental data from this study (squares) and 

compared to a theoretical simulation by Kumar (triangles).  

 

Figure 4.5: Variation of the synthesized AuNPs sizes with the amount of Na3Ctr 

used, based on theoretical simulation by Kumar (triangles) and from 

experimental data in this study (squares). 
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A general decrease in the size of AuNPs was observed for every additional amount 

of Na3Ctr from 0.85 to 0.95 mL. From this range, the synthesized NPs from this 

work presented smaller sizes, decreasing from 14 to 11 nm compared to the 21 to 18 

nm as simulated by Kumar (2007). For citrate volume from 1.00 to 1.15 mL, NPs 

with an average size of ~12 nm is realized in this work. 

As the NPs size decreases, the absorption peak experiences blue shifts. This shift can 

be described in terms of the d-electron contribution to the dielectric properties 

(Maier, 2007). By considering the Lorentz–Drude model in bulk materials (gold for 

this case), the contribution of interband transitions, which involve ds   interactions 

is described by the Lorentz term function (Equation 2.47). Due to screening 

by ds   interactions, a reduction in the unscreened bulk resonant frequency value 

arises (Fan et al., 2014). This reduction occurs at the surface of the NPs during spill 

out of the s  electrons. As a result, the surface-to-bulk ratio of the NPs increases as 

the size decreases leading a blue shift. This shift has been associated with long-range 

dipole coupling in the AuNPs (Ghosh and Pal, 2007). 

According to Haiss et al., (2007), evaluating the ratios of absorbance at LSPR to 

absorbance within the wavelength region below 600 nm could give an insight on the 

quality of the NPs. To evaluate the distribution of the size of NPs within the 

prepared solutions, the ratios of the absorbance of AuNPs solution at LSPR peak to 

the absorbance at a short wavelength of 440 nm ( 440/ AASPR ) were generated based 

on the recorded UV-Vis spectra data. This absorbance ratio presented a linear 

dependence on the logarithmic particle size range. Figure 4.6 shows the resultant 

variation of absorbance ratio ( 440/ AASPR ) with natural logarithm of NP size (Ln D) 

to depict size distribution in the colloidal AuNPs.  
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Figure 4.6: Variation of absorbance ratio (ASPR)/(A440) with natural 

logarithm of NP size (Ln D) to depict size distribution in the colloidal AuNPs. 

Most of these NPs had a value close to 2.51 for Ln D, translating to an average size 

of ~12 nm. The LSPR of most NPs was 518 nm, corresponding to a range of 1.00 - 

1.15 mL of Na3Ctr, consistent with the citrate volumes used, similar to the reported 

trends (Haiss et al., 2007; Khlebtsov, 2008). In this case, the narrow size distribution 

is highly concentrated at ~12 nm (equivalent to Ln D value of 2.51). 

To validate the relationship between the sizes of NPs and LSPR peak wavelengths in 

the range 518 - 520 nm, the generated AuNPs sizes from this work were plotted 

against the corresponding LSPR peaks. Figure 4.7 shows a comparison of different 

AuNPs sizes (<20 nm) and their corresponding LSPR peaks at 518, 519 and 520 nm 

as derived from the experimental data from this work and from other studies.  
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Figure 4.7: A comparison of different AuNPs sizes and their corresponding 

LSPR peaks as derived from the experimental data and other studies. 

It is shown that, AuNPs within the evaluated plasmonic peaks from this study 

presents a size range 10 - 15 nm, which is in agreement with other studies (Ghosh & 

Chattopadhyay, 2013; Haiss et al., 2007; Hanžić et al., 2015; Kandimalla, 2010; 

Kumar, 2007; Sigma-Aldrich, 2016). Additionally, AuNPs of a particular size are 

capable of exhibiting multiple plasmonic resonances within a narrow size limit 

(Figure 4.7), with the LSPR values increasing with NPs sizes. For small NPs (<20 

nm), the position of LSPR is strongly affected by the decrease in surface electron 

density as well as the interband transitions (Patungwasa & Hodak, 2008). For 

AuNPs, this interband transition “pushes” the resonance to around 2.4 eV as 

compared to bulk gold, which is 10 - 15 eV, corresponding to a wavelength 

extending from 510 to 530 nm. This high energy band results from the said radiative 

interband recombination between the sp- and d-bands (Barman et al., 2015; 

Beversluis et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2014). Multiple resonance in nanospheres has also 

been reported (Yao et al., 2018), also attributed to the interband transitions. Based 

on their large surface-area-to-volume ratio, these small AuNPs find use in 

nanocomposites for various applications (de Mello Donegá, 2014; Khan et al., 

2019). 
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4.3 Optical Microscopy of Exfoliated Graphene 

4.3.1 Detection of Graphene Layers 

To evaluate presence of graphene supported on a substrate and identify the number 

of exfoliated GL, an exfoliated flake optical image was captured, and contrast 

analysis performed. Figure 4.8 shows an optical microscopy image of a graphene 

flake revealing clear contrast regions for (a) the substrate, different layers, (b) layer 

edge and undefined many layers. Based on the way the HOPG snaps during 

exfoliation, the layers in FLG have well defined steps. However, the step edges are 

characterized by folds and wrinkles (Zhao, 2018). From the image, the regions of 

distinct contrast regimes change from bright to dark as the layers increase from the 

substrate moving towards the bulk of the flake. 

 

Figure 4.8: An optical microscopy image for a graphene flake showing contrast 

regions for (a) the substrate, different layers, (b) layer edge and undefined many 

layers. 

To correlate this optical contrast with exfoliated GL, the contrast difference was 

evaluated using ImageJ 1.48v software. The latter is based on grayscale values and 

position in the red, green, blue (RGB) image contrast channel. Figure 4.9 shows a 

grayscale level contrast profile for the RGB image channel generated from an optical 

image of a graphene flake on a glass substrate. An optical image of a graphene flake 

showing distinct contrast regions along AB for the substrate and four (4) different 

regions of graphene thickness is given in the inset. From the profile generated along 
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line AB of the RGB image, a common step-like pattern of gray values is noted. The 

observed steps depict different GL starting from the substrate, where the gray value 

is highest followed by an SLG. Each step indicates an additional Gr layer over the 

SLG (John et al., 2015). As the gray values reduce, the number of layers directly 

detected through the contrast region steps were limited to four, and denoted by; one 

layer (1N), two layers (2N), three layers (3N) and four layers (4N) as shown in 

Figure 4.9. However, using the detected layers, a model to evaluate more layers in 

FLG ( 10N ) based on the image contrast was generated.  

 

Figure 4.9: Grayscale contrast profile for the RGB channel generated from an 

optical image of a graphene flake on a glass substrate. Inset: Optical image of a 

graphene flake showing distinct contrast regions along AB for the substrate and 

four (4) different regions of graphene thickness. 

Along the grayscale, 255 (brightest) represent the least optical absorption region 

while 0 (darkest) represents the highest absorption region (Wang et al., 2019). 

Therefore, light absorbance is found to increase along the profile from position A 

towards B. The bare substrate surface (point A) recorded a gray value of ~255, an 

indication that its light absorption is almost negligible allowing transmission of most 
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light. Over the mid-region of the image (Figure 4.9, inset), the observed profile steps 

describe the different layers of graphene present within the sample flake (John et al., 

2015). The stepwise decrease in gray values from ~255, indicates an increased 

absorption due to increasing GL. Within the region denoted by point B, the sample 

thickness resulted in a uniform profile with a gray value reducing to ~90 

corresponding to the darkest part of the image. This point is taken as having the 

highest number of GL and beyond no observable contrast based on the sample image 

since most of the incident light is absorbed within the sample layers. 

4.3.2 Evaluation of the Number of Layers in Few-Layer Graphene 

Generation of a model for evaluating the number of GL exfoliated was based on the 

optical contrast in the RGB image. This contrast for each layered graphene over the 

substrate was determined from the spectra gray values according to equation (2.30), 

as previously described (Ni et al., 2007). The number of Gr layers was plotted 

against the layer contrast. Figure 4.10 shows a variation of RGB image contrast level 

with position along line section AB and corresponding mean contrasts (in bracket). 

From the image profile the layer mean contrast in gray values along line AB were 

extracted, plotted, and their mean contrast difference recorded. 
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Figure 4.10: Variation of RGB image contrast level with position along the 

image line section AB, and corresponding mean contrasts (in bracket). 

To generate a model for evaluating the number of GL present in an exfoliated flake, 

the values of N as generated from the RGB image were plotted against the 

corresponding optical contrast. Figure 4.11 shows the optical contrast variation with 

the number of graphene layers showing 99.2% correlation based on polynomial 

fitting and simulated data.  
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Figure 4.11: Optical contrast variation with the number of Gr layers showing 

99.2% correlation based on polynomial fitting. 

It is observed that the contrast between each layer and the substrate used increases 

gradually with the number of layers. A high correlation of 99.2% is established 

between contrast and the number of Gr layers. This correlation is described by a 

polynomial fitting given by equation 4.1. 

25484.405627.3 DD CCN   ………………………………………….4.1 

where DC  is the optical contrast and N  is the number of graphene layers detected 

from the few-layer flakes under optical microscopy.  

To establish the limit of this function over the layers, the value of N was evaluated at 

1DC  and found to be 7.6. This indicated that the maximum observable number of 

GL was ~7. This is the largest number of layers observable from the optical images 

evaluated. Beyond 7 Gr layers, the contrast generated is beyond the limit of 1.0. 

Reports indicate that the presence of many GL makes the flake so thick that intensity 

of reflection as light penetrates through the layers dominates, compared to the light 

through the substrate resulting in limited contrast (Bing et al., 2018; Ni et al., 2007). 
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The generated correlation (Equation 4.1) between the number of GL and contrast 

accurately determines the thickness of FLG up to 7 layers. 

4.4 Characterization of CVD Graphene 

4.4.1 Analysis of Optical Conductivity in Graphene 

The absorbance for FTO/Gr, plotted against energy (Figure 4.12), was found to 

increase from low energy towards high energy within the NIR (0.50 - 1.66 eV), 

Visible (1.66 - 3.27 eV), and NUV (3.27 - 4.14 eV) spectral regions.  

 

Figure 4.12: Optical absorbance of SLG approximately equal to the theoretical 

opacity of 2.3% ( ) in the visible region. (inset): A comparison of optical 

conductivity ratio, o /
 
and absorbance of SLG in units of   showing 

universality ( 1/ 0  ) within the Vis region. 

The optical conductivity in terms of the universal optical conductivity, o /  

(Figure 4.12, inset) was found to increase with photon energy, where in the NIR, 

1/ o  (~0.6), 1.04 in the Vis region and reaching a peak of 1.54 ~3.3 eV (NUV 

region), before dropping sharply. Since the absorbance  3.2A  and taking 

that  )(1 , then the ratio 0/  takes the form;  
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1/ 0  …………………………………………………………..4.2 

Therefore, within the visible range, the optical conductivity for CVD grown SLG 

( ) approaches the universal optical conductivity which is in agreement with the 

theoretical expectations where, 1/ 0   or 10   as reported (Kuzmenko et 

al., 2008). This universality related to the existence of density of states (DOS) as 

noted by Wang et al., (2010) and is lost beyond the visible energy regime where 

0/  increases rapidly as previously observed (Fei et al., 2008). From the results 

(Figure 4.12), a decrease in 0/  to almost zero in NUV region is an indication of 

non-universality of   which may be attributed to the intra-band transitions.  

4.4.2 Optical Microscopy of CVD Graphene 

To explore the surface roughness of the FTO/Gr substrate used in DSSC electrodes, 

optical microscopy images for the samples were captured under 5X, 20X and 100X 

magnification and presented as shown in Figure 4.13. The image under 5X 

magnification (Figure 4.13a) appeared smooth. However, the images at 

magnifications 20X and 100X of the Gr surface (Figure 4.13b, c) presented more 

visible but uniform roughness features. Further surface characterization using 

ImageJ provided a better view of the extent of the surface roughness.  

 

Figure 4.13: Optical images of SLG on FTO substrates (MSEsupplies) under 5X, 

10X and 100X magnifications showing uniform roughness features. 
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Figure 4.14 shows the surface profile extracted from the optical image (Figure 4.14: 

inset) based on the gray value scale of 0 – 255. From the profile, a mean gray value 

of 964.07876.160   and a standard deviation of 2352.14  were recorded.  

 

Figure 4.14: A line profile of the FTO/Gr surface gray value level showing low 

deviation in surface features. Inset: An optical surface image of the module 

showing the analyzed area. 

The low deviation is an indication that surface morphology is not dominated by 

much pronounced roughness features. This infers that the FTO/Gr surface would 

provide a credible substrate for TiO2 or Pt during electrode preparation (Cojocaru et 

al., 2017) for best cell performance. 

4.4.3 Raman Spectroscopy of Graphene Substrate 

To evaluate the presence and surface uniformity of the CVD graphene films on the 

FTO substrate, Raman spectra were generated and optical images recorded and 

presented as shown in Figure 4.15. The optical image of FTO/Gr revealed uniform 

surface roughness features over the Gr surface at 100X magnification (Figure 4.15: 

inset). These features are critical in Pt and AuNPs adherence during electrode 

fabrication or general surface modification. In PAs, it also facilitates binding of TiO2 

hence providing a large area for dye loading (Jalali et al., 2015).  
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Figure 4.15: A Raman spectrum of SLG on FTO substrate showing the G and 

2D band peaks, (inset: An optical microscopy image of the SLG at 100X 

magnification showing its surface roughness). 

The generated Raman spectrum (Figure 4.15), presented two key band peaks at 1596 

cm
-1

 for the G band and 2687 cm
-1 

for the 2D band. The 2D peak frequency results 

from the graphitic materials electronic band structure and represents an overtone of 

the second order modes of the D band (~1350 cm
-1

) (Shmavonyan et al., 2013; 

Wang et al., 2008). The G band on the other hand, arises from the stretching 

vibration of the graphene carbon atoms (Lalwani et al., 2013). However, the D band, 

which normally arises from the imperfections in the sp
2
 hybridized carbon 

framework is absent. This implies that largely the carbon-carbon double bond system 

is intact and hence the graphene is defect free. Table 4.1 presents a summary of the 

resulting Raman parameters.  
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Table 4.1: Raman generated parameters for the FTO/Gr substrate module. 

VG (cm
-1

) FWHMG 

(cm
-1

) 

V2D (cm
-1

) FWHM2D 

(cm
-1

) 

ID/IG I2D/ IG 

1596 18 2687 38 0.81 1.68 

 

The ratio of the sample characteristic band peaks intensity 2/2 GD II  while the 

FWHM is 38 cm
-1

 for the 2D band and 18 cm
-1

 for the G band. This is an indication 

of the presence and uniformity of SLG films over the investigated substrate area 

(Ferrari et al., 2006; Geim and Novoselov, 2007) and is a confirmation of the 

uniformity observed in surface microscopy imaging (Figure 4.15 inset). The severely 

attenuated D band as depicted by a ID/IG ratio which is much less than 1 is 

suggestive of low defects level and good graphitic nature (sp
2
 hybridized) of the 

carbon atoms system in the tested samples (Ferrari et al., 2006; Kibona et al., 2019; 

Wu et al., 2018). 

4.4.4 Optical Transmittance by the Counter Electrode Modules 

Upon successful fabrication of the four CEs, evaluation of their transmittance 

followed. Figure 4.16 shows the optical transmittance spectra of CE1, CE2, CE3, 

and CE4 compared to the substrate (FTO/Gr) showing optical opacity (T550 > 0.7). 

Within the Vis spectral domain, the FTO/Gr substrate, which has a sheet resistance 

of ~12 Ω/sq, recorded a transmittance of 0.78 at 550 nm. The FTO/Gr/AuNPs 

composite CE attained the same transparency (T550 = 0.78) as FTO/Gr within the 

300–900 nm wavelength range. Moreover, CE2 and CE4 recorded similar 

transparency (T550 = 0.73), while that of CE1 was T550 = 0.76).  
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Figure 4.16: Optical transmittance spectra of CE1, CE2, CE3, and CE4 

compared to the substrate (FTO/Gr) showing opacity above 70%.  

Previous work on composite CEs indicate that any transparency of T550 > 0.7 is 

sufficient for a back electrode, where improved cell performance has been reported 

(Tai and Zhao, 2014). In this work, similar transparency in CE3 and FTO/Gr indicate 

that addition of AuNPs on the substrate has no observable effect on the opacity of 

the resulting CE. A similar observation is made between CE2 and CE4. On the other 

hand, the difference in transmittance between the substrate (T550 > 0.78) and CE2 

(T550 > 0.73) and between CE3 (T550 > 0.78) and CE4 (T550 > 0.73) could be 

attributed to the added Pt film. The trasmittance of Pt on FTO has been shown to be 

over 70% at 550 nm (Ren et al., 2014). The lower transmittance in CE1 (T550 > 0.76) 

than in the substrate similarly results from the contribution of the Pt, and the absence 

of Gr, although it has a low effect due to its high transparency (97.8%) (Lee et al., 

2013). 
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4.5 Surface Roughness of the PA and Absorbance of N719 Dye 

For effective surface modification of the substrates, it is important to understand the 

surface features that affect the charge transfer in a PA. To evaluate the surface 

roughness of the PA, an optical image of treated TiO2 film (Figure 4.17, inset) as 

prepared on the FTO/Gr substrate was analyzed using ImageJ as shown in Figure 

4.17.  

 

Figure 4.17: A line profile of the TiO2 surface prepared on FTO/Gr showing 

peaks and frequency variation on the grayscale coinciding with the roughness 

features observed on the TiO2 surface image (inset) along a line section. 

The resulting module was found to possess surface roughness features. These 

features result from enhanced mobility of molecules during annealing which makes 

the film more homogeneous. According to Cojocaru et al., (2017), the substrate 

surface uniformity improves interfacial contact of TiO2 with the dye to enhance dye 

loading, hence improving electron transfer efficiencies by the PA. 
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Figure 4.18 shows the absorption spectrum of the N719 dye loaded on the TiO2. 

With ethanol solvent, the dye presents two key peaks; a wide narrow peak at 550 

nm, within the visible region. This absorbance spectrum is in agreement with earlier 

observations (Muhammed et al., 2018). This means that the dye needs to be 

irradiated with light energy of wavelength 550 nm to excite a single one electron 

from the sample particle. 

 

Figure 4.18: Absorbance spectra of the N719 ruthenium dye showing key peak 

at 550 nm.  
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To establish the effectiveness of the N719 dye loading onto the mesoporous TiO2 

film, absorption spectrum of the PA before and after dye loading was plotted and 

evaluated. Figure 4.19 shows an absorbance spectra of the prepared photoanode, (a) 

without dye and (b) with N719 dye.  

 

Figure 4.19: Absorbance spectra of the PA (a) without dye and (b) with the 

N719 dye. The absorbance extends within the visible region and the maximum 

dye loading into the FTO/Gr/TiO2 PA module occurring at ~515 nm.  

The absorbance is found to extend over the whole visible region. Dye loading onto 

the FTO/Gr/TiO2 photoanode module is best at ~515 nm. Within the visible regime, 

the optical absorption by the adsorbed N719 dye and the various PA components is 

highly pronounced compared to other regions of the spectra. While the peak 

absorbance of the dye is at 550 nm consistent with other reports (Wang et al., 2014), 

the least absorbance is observed within the NIR. This provides a clear evident of the 

worthiness and capability of such dye loaded PA in light harvesting.  
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It is clear that the FTO/Gr/TiO2 composite photoelectrode presents remarkable 

absorption nearly within the entire visible region upon dye loading. The observed 

high absorbance by FTO/Gr/TiO2 PA partly results from the excellent light 

absorption effect of the N719 ruthenium dye (Shih et al., 2012). Additionally, the PA 

design with graphene provides the TiO2 thin film micro-cavities necessary for dye 

retention over providing an optical path through which multiple scattering of light 

occurs (Liu et al., 2012). Moreover, Gr forming the FTO/TiO2 interface within the 

PA suppresses carrier recombination increasing carrier lifetime and hence 

photocurrent density (Eshaghi & Aghaei, 2015).  

4.6 Performance of the Composite DSSCs  

4.6.1 J-V Characteristics of the Composite DSSCs 

To investigate the performance of the DSSCs assembled using the composite CEs, 

their J-V characteristics were first plotted. Figure 4.20 shows the resulting J-V 

characteristics of DSSCs assembled using CE1 (Pt), CE2 (Gr/Pt), CE3 (Gr/AuNPs) 

and CE4 (Gr/AuNPs/Pt) measured at 100mW/cm
2
 (AM 1.5) illumination. The Jsc 

was found to increase progressively for the DSSCs based on CE1, CE2 and CE4, 

which contains Pt. The Pt-free DSSC, based on CE3 recorded a Jsc value higher than 

CE2 and the reference CE1, although slightly lower than in CE4. The recorded Voc 

values for the four CE DSSCs were closely equal at ~0.7 V. 
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Figure 4.20: J-V characteristics of DSSCs assembled using CE1, CE2, CE3 and 

CE4 measured at 100 mW/cm
2
 (AM 1.5) illumination.  

4.6.2 DSSC Photovoltaic Parameters 

From the J-V characteristics (Figure 4.21), the PV parameters were generated, and 

tabulated. A summary of PV parameters for the DSSCs assembled using CE1, CE2, 

CE3 and CE4 is provided in Table 4.2, with corresponding percentage change in 

PCE ( PCE) in CE2, CE3 and CE4 based DSSCs with reference to CE1 are 

indicated.  
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Table 4.2: A summary of PV parameters as extracted from the DSSCs 

assembled using CE1, CE2, CE3 and CE4. 

Cell 

Code 

CEs Jsc 

(mA/cm
2
) 

Voc 

(V) 

FF PCE  

(%) 

PCE  

(%) 

CE1 FTO/Pt 9.10 0.670 0.607 3.700 0 

CE2 FTO/Gr/Pt 9.55 0.673 0.653 4.196 13.41 

CE3 FTO/Gr/AuNPs 9.75 0.663 0.213 1.375 -62.84 

CE4 FTO/Gr/AuNPs/Pt 9.92 0.675 0.690 4.620 24.86 

 

4.7 Evaluation of the Photovoltaic Performance Enhancement 

To evaluate the performance of the assembled DSSC modules, the resulting PV 

parameters (Table 4.2) were evaluated. Figure 4.21 provides a graphical 

representation of the summarized PV parameters showing the behavior of (a) Jsc, (b) 

Voc, (c) FF and (d) PCE values for the four DSSCs based on CE1, CE2, CE3 and 

CE4. It is observed that, all the test cells recorded an increase in Jsc from CE1 (9.10 

mA/cm
2
), CE2 (9.55 mA/cm

2
), CE3 (9.75 mA/cm

2
) and CE4 (9.92 mA/cm

2
) (Figure 

4.21a). The Voc values for CE1 (0.67 V), CE2 (0.67 V), CE3 (0.66 V) and CE4 (0.68 

V) varied slightly, fairly approximating to 0.7 V (Figure 4.21b). Additionally, the FF 

for CE1, CE2, CE3 and CE4 were 0.61, 0.65, 0.21 and 0.69 respectively (Figure 

4.21c). This notable change in Jsc translated well to the resulting PCE values for CE1 

(3.7%), CE2 (4.2%), CE3 (1.4%) and CE4 (4.6%) (Figure 4.21d). However, the 

lower Voc (0.66 V) and FF (0.21) in CE3 compared to the reference Voc (0.67 V) and 

FF (0.61) resulted in its minimal PCE, which is 62.8% decrease. This dismal 

performance in CE3 could be attributed to the absence of Pt, which is essential due 

its high catalytic properties towards 


3I  reduction (Hoshi et al., 2014).  
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Figure 4.21: A graphical representation of the recorded PV parameters showing 

variation in (a) Jsc, (b) Voc, (c) FF and (d) PCE values for the four DSSCs based 

on CE1, CE2, CE3 and CE4. 

Considering the Pt based DSSCs (CE1, CE2 and CE4), the PCE is also found to 

increasingly correlate with the increasing Jsc, Voc and FF. The performance of CE1 

based cells matched well with previous study by Katumo et al., (2015). Figure 4.22 

shows a comparative analysis of the PV parameters enhancement for the Pt - based 

nanocomposite DSSC modules (CE2 and CE4) compared to the reference, CE1. The 

enhancement in PV parameters of CE1 based DSSC is 0%. A minimal enhancement 

in Voc at 0.5% (CE2) and 0.8% (CE4) is observed. An enhancement of 5.0% (CE2) 

and 9.0% (CE4) in Jsc, with 7.6% (CE2) and 13.7% (CE4) in FF resulted in a 

remarkable PCE enhancement for CE2 (13.4%) and best in CE4 (24.9%) compared 

to CE1.  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 4.22: A comparative analysis of the PV parameter enhancement for the 

Pt - based nanocomposite DSSC modules (CE2 and CE4) compared to the 

reference, CE1. 

The recorded progressive enhancement in CE2 and CE4 is attributed to the addition 

of the Gr and Gr/AuNPs nanomaterials to interface FTO-Pt CE in CE2 and CE4 

respectively (Yang et al., 2015). Comparing the observed PCE enhancements, the 

contributions of the various component materials were 13.4% from Gr/Pt in CE2 and 

24.9% from Gr/AuNPs/Pt in CE4 composite. Further, a comparison of CE2 and CE4 

reveals that AuNPs contributed 10.1%, which in addition to Gr contribution (13.4%) 

results in 23.5% efficiency enhancement. This is much closer to their synergistic 

effect of 24.9% in the composite. Considering CE2 and CE4, the 2-D graphene 

matrix structure forming the FTO-Pt CE interface layer offers a high charge 

conductivity effect (Cheng et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2013) on the DSSCs. Deposits of 

Pt NPs on Gr as prepared in CE2 and CE4 increases the Faradaic current densities 

for the 

3/ II  reaction within the module (Hoshi et al., 2014). This improves the 

porosity of contact films hence enhancing the catalytic activity and carrier lifetime 
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thus reducing the charge recombination within the electrode (Cheng et al., 2013; 

Gong et al., 2011; Yue et al., 2013).  

The presence of AuNPs over the Gr surface in CE2 or as a Gr/Pt interface in CE4 

offers strong resonance energy transfer providing light concentration effect (Atwater 

& Polman, 2010) due to their LSPR property to improve the cell efficiency (Hong et 

al., 2008; Wang et al., 2010). According to Mcleod et al., (2015), the optical 

properties of the Gr/Au composites are greatly influenced by the NPs density, 

positioning and antiparticle spacing. Previous reports have indicated that there exists 

thermal coupling mediated by the acoustic phonon interactions across the Gr/Au 

interface (Sundaram et al., 2011). For DSSCs, these cause a temperature rise within 

the CE structure hence impairing its stability and performance resulting in a low Jsc 

value (Sundaram et al., 2011). Although this assertion is not evaluated in this work, 

together with the absence of an electron transfer mediator or linker for stabilizing the 

anchoring of the Au contacts on the CVD Gr surface, it is also pointed out as playing 

a negative role in achieving higher photocurrent (Bianco et al., 2016).  

In this work, the overall best performance was achieved with the Gr/AuNPs/Pt 

(CE4) composite DSSC, where a PCE of 4.6% was recorded, representing a 24.86% 

enhancement. An enhanced coupling existing between these component layers 

making the CE reduces the series resistances of electrodes, electrolyte and contacts 

(Cheng et al., 2013). Reports indicate that there exists large charge transfer 

resistance within the electrolyte interface resulting from the poor diffusion by the 

redox couple within graphene pores (Gong et al., 2011; Yen et al., 2011). However, 

incorporation of AuNPs as a bridge to TiO2 close to the electrolyte promotes this 

charge transfer due to their light concentration effect arising from LSPR (Atwater & 

Polman, 2010). Moreover, inclusion of Gr at the FTO/TiO2 interface of the PAs 

creates a larger area of contact for adherence of TiO2 NPs on FTO, thus enhancing 

transfer of the photo-induced electrons (Guo et al., 2015). Furthermore, the direct 

contact between the redox/electrolyte and the FTO surface is then blocked resulting 

in minimal rate of electron-hole recombination in the TiO2 material layer 

(Kongkanand et al., 2007).  
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The charge transfer rates and mechanisms over the electrodes interfaces under 

different modifications have been widely studied (Hauch & Georg, 2001; Ponken et 

al., 2017; Yang et al., 2015). For the CEs, charge transfer at the FTO/Pt interface has 

been effective with reported cell efficiencies of 3-5% (Smestad et al., 1994) and 

5.9% (Ponken et al., 2017). Moreover, at the CE interface with the electrolyte 

(FTO/Pt/Electrolyte), it greatly influences the Jsc and the general cell efficiency 

(Dagher et al., 2014; Hauch & Georg, 2001; Kakiage et al., 2015; Kusama & 

Sayama, 2015) due to the said charge recombination. Similarly, for the PAs, 

effective charge interaction and transport within the FTO/TiO2 interface has also 

been realized and attributed to the crystalline nature of the TiO2 (Gong et al., 2011; 

Sun et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2010). Modification of the 

TiO2/dye/electrolyte interfaces by varying the TiO2 thickness and using liquid-based 

electrolyte has been able to enhance the efficiencies (Cho et al., 2016). The modified 

electrodes DSSCs in this paper report an efficiency enhancement of 24.9%. 

Although these DSSC designs would provide high competition between charge 

regeneration and recombination, their resulting efficiencies are still low. 

4.8 Contribution of the Composite CE to Overall Performance of DSSC 

To visualize how the overall DSSC design would facilitate photoelectrons to flow 

from dye molecules to the outer circuit through the CB of graphene/TiO2/FTO 

interfaces, first consider the work functions (WF) of these composite materials 

making the PA. Figure 4.23 shows a schematic energy level and charge 

recombination diagram for the Gr/AuNPs/Pt composite DSSC. The CB for FTO, 

graphene, TiO2, AuNPs, Pt and the HOMO and LUMO levels of N719 dye and also 

the redox couple are shown. It is observed that the WF of graphene (−4.42 eV) is 

much close to both the FTO substrate (−4.7 eV) and the CB of TiO2 (−4.21 eV) 

(Bhagwat et al., 2017; Eshaghi & Aghaei, 2015). 
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Figure 4.23: A schematic energy level and charge recombination diagram for 

the Gr/AuNPs/Pt composite DSSC. Shown are the CB for FTO, graphene, TiO2, 

AuNPs, Pt and the HOMO and LUMO levels of N719 dye and the redox couple. 

The energy level of Gr lies between the CB of TiO2 and that of FTO. It can be 

inferred that for such a composite structure under cell illumination, the photo 

excitons from the dye are transported via the CB of the graphene and TiO2 to the CB 

of the TiO2 (Chen, 2015). This transport path through the graphene CB builds to the 

already existing TiO2 path. Since graphene possess excellent electrical conductivity 

and is homogenous throughout the structure, its bridging layer both at the PA and the 

CE acts as electron acceptor providing a channel for flawless collection of photo-

excited electrons to the CB of TiO2 and rapid transport to the FTO. This is consistent 

with reports by Yang et al., (2010). Additionally, the resistance to electron transport 

within the graphene-TiO2 interface is highly minimized with much suppression of 

the recombination and back-reaction processes compared to the graphene-free DSSC 

(Eshaghi & Aghaei, 2015; Fan et al., 2012). Moreover, incorporating Gr has been 

shown to influence the PA surface morphology by activating additional sites 

necessary for dye adsorption and loading onto the TiO2 (Eshaghi & Aghaei, 2015). 
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From the general composite DSSC design, a negative surface potential is created on 

the Pt surface during the charge transfer process. This generates a backward electron 

transfer kinetics making 


3I  to pick electrons with ease (Cheng et al., 2013). Due to 

the excellent conductivity of the interfacing graphene, the electrons collected on the 

Pt surface are rapidly replaced (Katumo et al., 2015). In addition, the large surface 

area and plasmonic effect of the AuNPs on the Pt surface connecting to the redox 

mediator, an enhanced catalytic activity on the composite CE is realized with the 

high concentrations of 

3I  reducing effective recombination (Boschloo & Hagfeldt, 

2009). According to Cheng et al., (2013), Pt surface within a Pt/Gr composite CE, 

has a low contact resistance compared to the bare Pt based CE. In this design, the 

inclusion of AuNPs over graphene further reduces this resistance making the CE 

better by enhancing its catalytic activity (Blanita & Lazar, 2013; Cheng et al., 2013; 

Yue et al., 2013). According to Cao et al., (2010), combining small amounts of 

AuNPs with Pt yields a discrete distribution of nanostructures, also regarded as 

„„nanoelectrodes. Such AuNPs/Pt composite offers large surface area leading to 

maximized diffusion of the redox species within the Pt pores, with similar effect 

expected in Gr/AuNPs CE based DSSCs. Additionally, the AuNPs and the high WF 

of Pt ensures sufficient total charge quantity over the CE surface. This offers rapid 

reduction of the redox species and improved transmission state. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusion 

Dye-sensitized solar cells are important optoelectronic devices capable of delivering 

a considerable photo-energy conversion over time. One way to enhance DSSC 

performance is by use of nanomaterials in CE designs. Structural modification of SC 

electrodes is complicated due to the difficulty in separating one material or 

parameter effect on the experimental data without influencing others. Understanding 

the contribution of each material introduced or eliminated from the structure is 

essential. 

In this research, four DSSCs were assembled based on the fabricated composite CE 

modules, namely; FTO/Pt, FTO/Gr/Pt, FTO/Gr/AuNPs, and FTO/Gr/AuNPs/Pt. 

Their J-V characteristics were plotted, and corresponding PV performance 

compared. Based on the discussion of results in this thesis, the following conclusion 

was made: Mechanical exfoliation of flakes from HOPG provided a simple and 

convenient procedure for generating layered graphene samples for optical 

microscopy. By analyzing the RGB image contrast from the exfoliated flakes, a 

99.2% correlation between the optical contrast and the number of graphene layer up 

to 7 layers based on polynomial fitting was established. Therefore, evaluation of the 

number of graphene layers in FLG is highly simplified. However, the generated 

flakes did not provide viable material for large surface area applications such as in 

DSSC electrode substrates. On the other hand, CVD graphene prepared on FTO 

depicted high transmittance (T550 = 0.76), large surface area coverage and 

universality in optical conductivity. In addition, it exhibited low defect levels and sp
2
 

hybridization based on Raman parameters, making it a candidate electrode module 

for SCs.  

To evaluate the plasmonic effect of nanoparticles on DSSCs, ~12 nm citrate reduced 

colloidal gold was synthesized by varying the amount of 0.38 mM Na3Ctr solution 

used on 4HAuCl mM 0.254  from 0.85 to 1.15 mL. The sizes of NPs were evaluated 
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based on recorded LSPR (518 – 520 nm) from UV-Vis spectroscopy data, where the 

synthesized AuNPs depicted monodispersity as deduced from the FWHM values (46 

– 50 nm) which had a low standard deviation 1)( . The optimal amount of Na3Ctr to 

use in preparing the 12 nm AuNPs was established to be between 1.00 to 1.15 mL 

with the LSPR peak wavelength being 518 nm. However, AuNPs of a particular size 

also exhibited multiple resonances, and attributed to the interband transitions. 

The four CEs modules prepared presented optical transmittances above 70% at CE1 

(T550 > 0.76), CE2 (T550 > 0.73), CE3 (T550 > 0.78) and CE4 (T550 > 0.73) depending 

on the composite materials used. This effectively influences the performance of the 

resulting DSSCs. The reduced transmittance in CE1, CE2 and CE4 could be 

attributed to the added Pt film. 

The three DSSCs fabricated using Pt based CEs (CE1, CE2 and CE4) performed 

better than the Pt free CE (CE3). The DSSCs based on Gr/AuNPs/Pt CE presented 

the best performance with an efficiency of 4.62%. This research provides important 

data to establish the extent by which AuNPs and graphene contribute to enhancing 

the performance of Pt-based DSSCs when used either as a nanocomposite or 

independently within a CE. Individually, the contribution was 10.1% for AuNPs and 

13.4% for Gr, while as Gr/AuNPs composite, an enhancement of 24.9% was 

realized. These findings provide viable information on nanocomposite CEs designs 

and the overall DSSC performance enhancement using nanomaterials, forming a 

basis for further research. 

5.2 Recommendations  

Although much focus of this work was on enhancement of the conventional Pt 

DSSCs by use of Gr/AuNPs composite based CEs and presented remarkable 

contribution towards PCE, the overall efficiencies of such DSSCs have been 

generally low even with the use of the best reported dyes, redox couple, and 

advanced cell designs. Further research on the following areas and aspects of DSSCs 

is recommended to understand the low efficiencies and bring more improvement on 

cell performance: 
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1. Investigate the existence charges barrier, existing within the composite material 

interfaces. Such barriers have negative impact on the DSSC performance. In this 

view, a critical investigation of the charge transfer behavior across the electrolyte 

in the various electrode designs would unravel the mechanisms behind the 

limited performance of the cells. 

2. The low open circuit voltage exhibited by the iodide/triiodide electrolyte based 

DSSCs can be attributed to the electrolyte corrosion effect. As such, other redox 

electrolyte materials could be explored for integration with the composite DSSCs 

for possible cell improvement.  

3. Investigate the best positioning of the plasmonic nanoparticles within the cell 

structure and optimize the nanoparticles sizes for best cell performance. 
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Appendix II: J-V measurement set up in a dark room 

 

 

 


